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Columbia faces
suit charging
discrimination
0 Preliminary hearing in case set for Oct. 28
By Andrew Greiner

believes that her legal issues
aided the college's decision to
In the wake of a department· eliminate her job.
In addition to her $500,000
of
wide
restructuring
Columbia's
Office
of suit, Mathews is also seeking
Institutional Advancement, a severance pay from the college.
former school employee has In order to receive her severfiled suit in federal di strict ance and a neutral letter of reccourt charging a pattern "'Diiiiilnufiiil- ommendation,
Mathews mu st "cease
of
discrimination, 1•
all litigation" against
harassment and retaliathe school and sign a
tory behavior that led to
confidentiality agreeher firing last year.
ment, which means
Mary Claire Mathews,
she cannot discuss
an
African-American
the case or her firing,
who served II years in .__ _.-.c.Columbi a' s
In stitutional she sa id.
According to Mark Lloyd,
Advancement department, filed
a $500,000 racial discrimina- assistant vice president for marketing and com munications,
tion suit this August.
Mathews claims that a wh ite Columbia' s official policy is
female with less experience not to discuss the particulars of
than ber harassed and discrimi- ongoing or personnel cases.
But Lloyd said that Mathews
nated against her during a period the department was under has a history of legal troubles
with the college.
temporary management.
"I think there is a fairly long
" My internal complaints
were again st [a temporary track record of an employee
superv isor]." who is di sgruntled," Lloyd
department
Mathews said in an interview said. " It 's my understanding
with The Chronicle. "B ut noth- that the issue is not about racial
di scrimination. It is about retaling was done by the college."
Mathews, who most recently iation."
Mathews said the lawsuit is
served as director of grants, lost
her job in February as part of a the culmination o f numerous
departmental restructuring that attempts to have the college
led to the eventual elimination resolve her issues. Mathews
of eight jobs.
Mathews
See Lawsuit Page 10

Ecfitor·in-Ch~f

Instructor Milka Micic leads her class through a cardio kickboxing routine at Roosevelt
University's Marvin Moss Student Center, 425 S . Wabash Ave., as part of Columbia's Urban
Fusion Weeks of Welcome for new students on Sept. 29. Aside from the class, Roosevelt graduate student Micic also leads a Friday night abs class.

Shuttle shut down
0

High cost, Jack of student interest blamed for demise of Columbia bus

By Jennifer Sabella
Assistant News Editor

The student shuttle is no
more.
After a "trial run" last year,
the shuttle bus that offered
Columbia students a lift to and
from Union Station and around
the rest of the campus has been
put o n hold.
"It 's been shut down," said
Vice Preside nt of Student
Affairs Mark Kelly. "It just had
no ridership."
The shuttl e was proposed in

February 2003 by the Studen t
Governm ent Associatio n. To
prove the shuttle's worthiness to
the administration, the SGA collec ted more than I ,000 student
s ig natures on a petition.

The
shuttle
was
then
approved by the administration
on a trial basis. It ran Monday
through Thursday, from 12:50
p.m. to 10 :30 p. m., maki ng
eight stops around campus and
one trip hourly to Union Station.
According to Kelly, it was
onl y approved temporarily.
"We did this on a trial basis to

see if there was a demand.''
Kell y said. "There was a lot o f
publicit y, but nothin g [happened]. Some days, you could
count the number of riders o n
one hand.''
The high cost of the shuttl e
wa s another reason it was put o n
hold.
"There was an astronomical
cost per rider," Kelly said.
Last year, the shuttle' s cost
was split two ways. The SGA
pa id 50 percent and the Office
of the President picked up the
See Shuttle Page 8

Columbia sponsors international film.fest
0 Beatles/Rolling Stones documentary director and Academy Award winner scheduled to visit Columbia during festival
By Scott Carlson
News Editor

For the first time, Chicago's premier
film school has been paired up with
Chicago's premier film festival.
The 2004 Chicago International Film
Festival, a collection of premier artistic
films from around the world showing in
various Chicago venues from Oct. 7 to Oct.
21, wi ll be co-sponsored by Columbia, the
only school in Chicago to be involved.
This year's 40th anniversary festival,
which includes the feature fllm Boricua by
Columbia alumna Marisol Torres and a
short fllm by current student Ai Leen Chor,
is also the ftrSt time Columbia has participated with the festival in an official capacity.
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"We have been using Columbia in a vari- val was bound to happen sooner or later.
ety of ways for years," said Naomi Walker,
"! work for and love this school , and I
outreach director of Cinema/Chicago, a also work for and love this festival , so I
nonprofit group and the parent organiza- want to see both sides advantaged by this,"
tion of the film festival. "This essentially Falzone said. "We' re not only bringing in a
legitimized
the
lot for the sturelationship."
dents here, but
Ron Falzone, a
it should also be
faculty member of
an incitement
the Film and Video
for the students
Department, said
to go to the festhat since h.is contival itself."
nections and parS i n c e
ticipation with the
Col umbia's new
festival go back as
screening facilifar as 12 years, an
ty on the eighth
official relationfloor of the
FILM FESTIVAL
ship with the festiII 04
Center,

1104 S. Wabash Ave. , is not yet completed,
no official festival screenings were scheduled for Columbia's campus. However,
Falzone has scheduled interaction between
the school and the event, such as using
Columbia's faculty members to introduce
screenings at the festival.
"These are usually fllms with some
expectation, but for one reason or another
the director is not going to show up,"
Falzone said.
This interaction also includes bringing
well-known fllmmakers from the festival
to visit students and show their fi lms.
Falzone said filmmakers making visits
to Columbia include Volker Schlondorff,
who will be on-hand Oct. 8 to present a
See Film Fest Page 6
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In This Issue
I
Ca11JUS NENvs

Editor-in-Chief

The Chronicle gets the finger
he Chromcle ju~t
rece1ved a bloody fin ger
111 the mall.
Setll e dow n. Th" ;evered
d•g•t d1d not come w1th a ran'om note. and a\ of pre" I 11ne,
all of our edllon,- and the1r fm ·
gc r~ -arc accounted for.

T

T ill ~ grotc!-tquc mall mg.~~ not

>:JdJW c· 11 '' 1n fact a gentle
•c m•nde r from the folk; at S1x
Fl ag' (ireat i\menc<J that th e1r
annual llall oween event.
" l·n ght Fe"," ,; near ly here and
they want pres;.
Th.- bu; ine" o f med1a is
funny l1 ke that. Journali sts control the pres;, public relations
want the press, and so goes the
e te rna l ; truggle for control.
Beyond what you j ust read,
Great America wi ll not ha ve
space in this paper. But th e
bloody s tu mp of a fin ger th ey
sent will get a lot o f play in the
n cw~room .

Mo>t ly, these types of e re·
ative promoti onal items don' t
garner cove rage in the newspaper. They do, however, get
tossed arou nd the newsroom
with rec kless abando n. So I
thought that I would dedi cate
th1 s week's column to a ll the
wacky PR promotions The
Chronicle has ;een and not
w ritten about.

Over the summer, Trojan
Brand Condo ms dropped someth ing off at th e office. They
were abo ut to de but a new line
of prophylac tics call ed " Warm
Scnsallon Condoms." Mmmm.
warm . Un fortunately. none of
us cou ld f1gurc out how to
review a condo m in a . . . we ll,
ta stefu l n1 anncr.
We were a little undear on

why Trojan thought we could
rev iew a condo m. llad they
heard about the weekly love
fest that goes on behmd the
newsroom doors? One of The
Chro nicle'; most guarded
;ecrets IS the bacc hanalian orgy
held on the off1 ce '; co nference
table every Wednesday; and
whoever leaked that informatio n wi ll not receive their weekly nogging. and we will fi nd
out who it was'
We're not the o nly ones who
get this stu ff. Other col lege
papers are inundated with inexplicable promotions that they
never write about. Da rhi ana
Mateo, the featu res editor at th e
Daily ll lini, said her pet pee ve
is indie movies that come on
diskelles. Who uses diskettes
any more?
Big time mov ie studios are
notorious for over saturating the
offi ce wi th toys. Last year,
when Etemal Sunshine of the
Spotless Mind was about to hit
thea ters, the company th at promoted the film sent over pencils
with brains for erasers. Clever,
huh . Spotless mind- brain
e raser. They drove me c razy.
These pencils remi nded the
A&E desk that the film was
w ming out. They just reminded me o f how uncoo l news
seems compared to arts and
e ntertainme nt coverage. I sti ll
have it o n my desk at home. I
swear, that pencil still taunts me
with its brain eraser ESP.
And, there was the miniature
first-aid travel kit. Thanks, I,
urn , ... needed one of those.
The same company th at sent
th e first-aid kit also delivered a
foam-bal l globe abo ut the s ize

of an apple. Fittingly, this ball
ended up as a c hew toy for our
graph ic des•gner's dog.
Ralph1e- he had the whole
world 1n h1s mouth , a nd then he
got it all slobbery and no one
wanted to to uc h it.
It '~ not JUSt the toys. either;
~ome of the ma il is downri gh t
silly. lias the grou p that o ffers
its help wi th our in-depth coverage of the Israeli/Pa lestinian
con n ict even read our paper?
The strife in the Middle East is
no joke. but the Gaza Strip
bureau of The Chronicle just
wasn't in the bud get.
Not all PR reps are ninnies.
though. Some are quite good.
As a matter o f fact, some are so
good that they can get hundreds
o f journali sts to accept free
massages. food and gifts at the
Democratic and Re publican
Nat ional Conventions. Yo u
have to give it to the politi cians; they s ure know how to
throw a party.
I hope I s peak for all the upand-comin g reporters at
Co lumbia by say ing that those
j ourna li sts who accepted were
naughty. Shame on them.
Sometimes the lines are blurry, but th at ethical dilemma is
clear as day.
No PR compan y has se nt over
a masseuse yet. and as hard as
thi s is to say, I ho pe none do.
As for all the litt le toys and
gadgets that show up in The
Chronicle ma ilboxes. I say to
those PR compani es: Keep them
coming. You provide a lot o f
fun around the o ffi ce . But
do n' t e xpec t any press.
- agreit• er@chron iclemail.com
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Faculty feelln' jazzy
Faculty from Columbia's jazz
studies program are set to perfonn
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m in the
Concert Hall of the Music Center,
lOI4 S. Michigan Ave., on Oct. 4.
Admission is free.
For more infonnation, call Joe
Cerqua at (3 I2) 344-6 179.
•
All this and art, too
Columbia's library presents a
reception for the opening of this
year's "Art of the Library" exhibit Oct. 7 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. The
ex hibit includes work from
Col umbia students, faculty and
staff. For more infonnation go to
w ww.l ib.col u m .ed u/artofthel ibrary.
•
Congrats, ladies
The Offi ce of Institutional
Ad vancement has promoted two
people this semester. Columbia
alumna Kari Sommers is now
director of alum ni relations.
Sommers wi ll oversee alumni
programming nationally and help
to bui ld relationships between
Columbia and its graduates.
Another Columbia alumna,
Sarah Schroeder, also has a new
title. Schroeder will be director of
stewardship and alumni re lations- West Coast. Schroeder will

work with alumni from the West
Coast as well as Semester in L.A.
graduates.
Mlnlmallsm to the max
Latino artist Mario Castillo will
speak at the Glass Curtain
Gallery. 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
first noor, from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on
Oct. 6. A reception and Art Walk
of Columbia's galleries will be
held that day from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m
as well.
Castillo will speak at 6 p.m. to
discuss issues from his work. The
exhibition runs from Sept. I3 to
Oct. 13 as part of Foco'04.
Admission is free.
For more infonnation, go to
www.colum.edu/spaces.
•

•

Nano Discussion
The Science Institute of
Columbia presents Dr. Helmut
Ringsdorf, professor of the
Institute of Organic Chemistry at
the University of Mainz,
Gennany. Ringsdorf will speak on
cancer therapies from nanotechnology at I 1 a.m .. in the Collins
Theater on the sixth noor of the
South Campus Building, 624 S.
Michigan Ave.
For more information, call
(3I2) 344-7 I80.

Weather

Breezy with
High saclouds and sun- Low 42 •
shine

Partly sunny

Mostly sunny

High 56'·
Low 38'

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call
The Chronicle's
. news desk at (312)
344-7254 or e-mail
chronicle@
colum.edu.

High 60'
Low 42'

Correction
Sunny to partly High 66'
cloudy
Low 46'

Mostly cloudy
with showers

Partly sunny
Eric Davi&!The Chronicle

HBO Del Poet La Bru]a (left) recites one of her poems as fellow poet J . Ivy listens on during
the Sept. 30 Multicultural Affairs Family Reunion in the Ho kin Gallery In the Wabash Campus
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.

Mos~y

sunny

High 68'
Low 46°

High 68'
Low 44'

High 71•
Low 50"

In
the
artic le
"Greetings from LA"
from the Sept. 27 editio n of T he Chronicle,
Doreen Bartoni was
listed as dean of the
School of Liberal Arts.
Bartoni is actua lly dean
of the School of Media
Arts.
T he C hronicle regrets
the e rror.

CAMrusNEWs
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School behind on
graduation audits
0 Advisers may need six months for full training
By Scott Carlson

photography adviser, was slated to
start Oct. I , and Gabrielle Powell,
Students expecting to graduate the new Arts, Entertainment and
this year will ,find themselves wait- Media Management adviser, will
ing longer than usual for the official begin mid-October, according to an
word on which classes they may be e-mail distributed in the Advising
<::enter. Friedman said the college
missing.
According to Bill Friedman; has also hired an adviser for the
director of student advising, the Film and Video Department.
restructuring
of ..,.-- - - , .- - , Columbia has also just
Columbia's
Advising --;
• -- begun interviewing for the
last advising position, he
Center has left graduation •
audits for seniors unfin- , .
said, and hope to have it
.. _-1 filled as soon as possible.
ished with no fi nishing • --~----_~)date set.
Until then, . the advisers
STUDEIT ~FE will have to take on that
G raduation
,audits,
workload.
designed to let seniors
know which courses they have yet
Friedman said the department 's
to take or requirements for their advising training-which in some
major that have not been fulfilled, cases means learning the compl icaare normally returned· to students lions of a major from scratch, the
six to eight weeks after applying for general education requirements and
graduation in Apri l of their junior how to process students-will
year, allowing a full year to finish probably take a lot longer for the
their degree.
advisers to get up to speed.
"It's going to be another six
FriedmansaidtllatasofSept.27,
he had asked the advisers to have months before I'm confident that a
audits for students graduating at the student could walk into an adviser's
end of the fall 2004 semester fin- office and not have the adviser have
ished.
to get up and ask somebody else,"
The audits for seniors graduating Friedman said. "We try to be
in June 2005 are a different story.
experts in our major, but also so
" I can' t say there's a date [the general that any student could
June audits wj ll be finished by]," come in for help."
Friedman said. "Some majors have
Because of the importance of the
more people that graduate every ·audits, the advisers say they' re
year, so there's more audits for that working harder than ever to com[adviser], but it depends. We're plete them.
probably running behind in fi lm, in
"If you're almost basically do ing
photo-the departments which only audits all day ... you can do
advisers are gone."
nine or so," said Paula Brien, ad visFriedman attributed the tardiness er and a former career adviser. "The
of the graduation audits to the whole office has gone 'by appointrestructuring of Columbia's ad vis- ment,' so you can block out time to
ing process. In spring 2004, the do audits, but everything's been
school consolidated its career hectic. I'm guessing there's more
advising, academic advising and work than there are people to do it."
graduatio n preparatio n into o ne
Ritch Barnes, an adviser and forho listic advising center with five mer freshman adviser, said he was
directors and 13 advisers, all of disappointed that the transition of
whom needed various training for the holistic advising did not take
their new responsibilities, which longer than it did.

News Eator

!

TYPICAL SCHOOL YEAR .-----.:C~U:!.!R~R~E!..:N_,_T~SC:::cH'-"O=O.!:..l_,_YE""A-"iR I
Most grad opplicotions
ore submitted lo advising
in April/May.

Graduation audits returned
within 6-8 weeks

Mmt grad opplications
are submitted to advising
in April/May.

Groduohon oud1h for !.tH'! IO t\
groduotmg tht!. s-emEtster were

f1mshed Monday S~pt 27 No
dote ho~ btu~n S6t for groduot1on
Audrrs of people grcduahng tn
June

Ryan DugganfThe Chronicle

interrupted the audit process.
Two of the 13 advisers were not
hired until Sept. 28. and two positions remain unfilled, which means
the other nine advisers have to
share the extra work.
Add moving to new offices and a
new summer-long process of orientation to the training and extra
work, and the interruptio n became
a delay.
"There was a delay simply
because I said, 'Let's hold off on
the audits'," Friedman said . "I
asked them to delay the audits this
year until the adviser was somewhat trained to do them- ! didn' t
want to just dump it on them."
Mary Rachel Fanning, the new

"I think a lot of this was poorly
timed ... and way too shon," said
Barnes. "You really can't expect
people to do something new ... and
then have no time to do it."
According to Barnes, who said
his audits were completed in part
by working on them at home, their
completion is a necessity for making sure students graduate when
they're expecting to.
"If they're not done at this point,
some people are going to be
screwed," Barnes said. "Hopefully
in the future. we'll be on top of
thls."
However, Friedman said the
responsibility lies mainly on the

See Grad Audits Page 6

Eric Davls!The Chronicle

Mike Loftus (far rlght) and Jeff Hevrin, both of Dr. Graphi:r lma~ing, hang banners on the 619
S. Wabash Ave. Building: The banners, emphasizing Columbia s ne'll! 'Create Change' motto,
are part of a Campus Environment initiative to make Columbia more vtsable tn the South Loop.

College eliminates e-mail
forwarding through Oasis
0 Center for Instructional Technology preparing e-mail tutorials for students
will have a negative influence on
the students and faculty. "
Nathan Gabbard, a junior
Some Columbia facu lty mem- music business major said that he
bers are concerned that a new is indifferent about the change.
college e- mail policy may nega" If you are going to check multively affect student-teacher tiple e-mai ls anyway, you might
communication.
as well check rY!yOasi s too. It
A collegewide memo, circulat- makes it easier for the teachers,"
ed last week by Academic Affairs
Gabbard said .
and Student Services, out- ~ T he major concern
hnes a. mandate to make
among faculty members is
MyOasts the exclustve
that the new policy was
delivery method for all
handed down as an edict
academic materials effecTICHIIOI.OCT witho ut approval fro m
tr ve Oct. II.
proper channels.
In the past, students and
Most college dec isions that
fac ulty were able to forward affect academ ics are subject to
materials from MyOasis to an committee approval and are
ex isting e-mail account, such as voted o n by the College Counc il.
Hotmarl or Yahoo , but the ~ew but th is new e-mail policy was
pol icy discontinues that pract rce. never open to disc ussion.
''Whe n we have something that
The college wrll begm removmg
all forwarding accounts begin- affects students and faculty: II is
ning Oct. II and any course not a student service issue, it is
material will be delivered an academic issue," Kostecka
said.
thro ugh MyOasis.
Kostecka said that this deci Rebecca Courington, director
fo r the center for instructiona l sian did no t foll ow proper prototechno logy, said the policy is in col.
response to mass confusion with
"I am curious about discussion
the curre nt e- mail system . Some between Academic Affairs and
fo rwarding accounts were inac- faculty o n this matter," Kostecka
tive and no t receiving college e- said. " I do not recall any discusmails, and some accounts, such sian of changing e- mail access."
as Hotmail and Yahoo, treated
Wade Roberts, who served as
fo rwarded e- mails as spam and the Academic Affairs Committee
sent the messages to junk ma il chairman for the past two years,
said he never heard abo ut the efo lders.
But some fac ulty be lieve that ll\ilil issue.
fo rc ing students to use the
" I don ' t recollect it coming to
MyOasis e-mail could hinder stu: us, 1 don' t recollect discussing it
de nt-teacher communicatio n by and 1 don' t recall writing a report
requiring students to check dif- on it," Roberts said. " If it is the
ferent e- mail accounts rather than perception that it was endorsed
by
the Academic Affairs
one centralized account.
"Looking at multiple e-mail Committee. that perception
accounts di sturbs me," said Keith should probably be changed."
Kos tec ka, pres ident of the
Courington said that this is no t
Organized Faculty of Columbia an issue that needs to be disCollege. " I do not see this cussed by the Academic Affairs
change as a positi ve. I believe it Committee.

By Andrew Greiner
Ecltor·in·Chief

"It's not that type of po licy,"
she said.
Instead, the decision ca me in
the form of a ,.memo, which
informed part-time facu lty of the
change. Courington said that this
policy change will have no affect
o n full-ti me faculty who are
issued ·a colum.edu account, but
it will affect students and parttime faculty, who have no access
to the .edu accounts.
Karen Carlson, a part-time facult y member in the Arts .
Entertainment
and
Med ia
Management Department, said
she was unaware of the change
until o ne of her new stude nts
informed her.
"II seems thi s could ca use
some major co mmunication
breakdow ns for the majorit y of
students and even some fac ulty."
Carlson said. "Those who have
been in the habi t of relying on
their personal e-mai I acco unts
will not be aware that they are
not getting anyt hing from facu lty
or ad ministration sent thro ug h
Oasis."
Kostecka said he is very concerned about the Oct. II dead line.
"Will this make students' li ves
more difficult? I think so."
Kostecka said. " I have difficulty
seei ng ho w this will help students."
"I don' t think it 's such a good
idea," sa id j un ior film major
Jason Mitchneck. " I know a lo t
of people don't c heck th at
account, so whatever information
is sent to them they won't get."
Couringto n said the Center for
Instructio nal Tec hnology is
preparing workshops and information o n using programs such '
as Microsoft Outlook to give students a o ne-stop shop for all email needs.
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert

Hall

Events

Monday, October 4

Jazz Faculty Concert
12:30 PM
Tuesday. October 5

'

Keith Eric & Waterhouse
in Concert
12:30 PM
Wednesday. October 6

Downbeat Magazine 's
Frank Alkyer:
Guerilla Marketing in Music
12:30 PM
Thursday, October 7

Meet the Chair: Student Q&A
with Music Chairperson
Richard Dunscomb
12:30 PM
Friday. October 8

The Association for
Advancement of Creative
Musicians: Ernest Dawkins &
Generation Next
7:30PM

sefection ~f spfrits
,,
'Reasona6fe yrices
r. 'J-le.a[fity snack a[tematives .
Convenience 'ltems
'Free area delivery

Friday performance:
for tickets and more information,
call: 312/344-7559.
Music Students: reserve your FREE
tickets at the third floor reception
desk.
by Ortigara's Musicville, Inc

1

I

7

I

2

0· 4

Art of the Library
fall_ exhioi tion
Reception 3rd floor of Library • Oct
5-7pm • Refreshments served
Cory Byrd • Ana Cardenas • Ma ryam Fakouri • Reggie Kirkwood • Trac
Shannah McAuliffe • Larry Oberc • Jay Sato
Janet Talbot • Safa Yalaz and others

Columbia

COLLEGE

C H ICAGO ~

Library

624 S. Michigan Ave.

7th

Leonard

5
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Buy your textbooks on eBay
and save up ·to ~ C!fD* the list price.
!

PREVENT OVERSPENDING

J

CoLLege tor Le66. More tor you.

Play online for a chance to WIN!**
-ft. $2.500 eBay Shopping Spree! -@1:
-fx. SoBe cooler and drinks for a year!
*Mobile p_hone and $50
Verizon Wireless gift card!
-A Tt,ousands of other prizes!
I

' ..

\

~

Prizes provided by:

~
•:t ....... .g ..... .

..~ ,. ..

.
ejjJ(.
Anythlni/.

polma-

~wi/11/ess

www.ebay.com/college ·

•savinp based on a comparison of average sale prices for most popular textbook.s on eBay.com during January 2004. with the list price of those books.
••No purctwc necessary. 'The eBay Prevent Overspending Match and Win Game begins at 12:00 AM PDT 8/10104 and ends at II :S9 PM PDT 9/30104. Game is open to legal residents of the 50 United States and the District of
.Columbia. 18 years of a,e and older. Void in Pueno Rico and where prohibited. $2500 thopping spree to be awarded as cBay Anything Points. For details and full official rules, go to www.ebay.com/collegerules
C 2004 cBay Inc. All rights reserved. cBay and the eBay logo are registered tndemark.s of cBay Inc. Designated trademarks and brands tLre the property of their respective owners.
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Campus News

Life in a bubble

Getty Grant fuels

preservation plans
0 Student documentary on hold after grant is smaller than anticipated
that deserve to be treated with respecting the hi storic. And l
res pect," sa id Assistant Vice thin k that sort of mix of new
Pres ide nt o f Marketing an d a nd old can be reall y interestColumbia's effort to create a Communications Mark Lloyd. i ng," Be rg sa id. "We' re a
cohesive identity received a "It gives both acknowledge- design sc hoo l. So I think we
$150,000 boost from the ~-----, me nt a nd reso urces to should be pushin g the e nvelope
J. Pau l Getty Trust.
restore and preserve a l itt le bit but respecting that
The co llege is one of
those bui ldi ngs."
as we ll ."
25 sc hoo ls to receive a
"We have the abi lity
The Campus Heritage Grant
Campus Heritage Grant
to start thinking about is just one part of ensuring
from the trust, whi ch is
these beautiful build- Co lumb ia's visibl e identity as
a "cultural a nd philanings that we've assem- an arts school with a history in
thropic institution" c reated to bled over time," said Alicia the South Loop.
develop and preserve the visu- Berg, vice president o f campu s
"We go into buildings ,arid
al arts. The Los Angeles-based envi ro nm e nt. "A nd what's we do n't really look at them,
Getty Grant Program, part of great is that they really relate and now we' re hysterical about
the trust, focuses on the hi sto- to wh.o we are ... . The hi stor ic the co lors of the corridor," said
ry and preservation of visual uses of these buildings were Lo na Livin gston, direc to r of
arts a nd heritage.
often re lated to the arts."
corporate a nd fou ndation relaT he g ra nt provides fu nds
Th e yearl o ng conservation tions. " And we lo ve to talk
that will be used to docu- ,.----,.-------------~ about th at, but really if
By Kristen Menke
Managlf"<J Ed1tor

men t the history of 1.2

Erie Davis/The Chronicle
Audio arts and acoustics senior Chad Cline taps a vein during
the Sept. 30 blood drive in the Wabash Campus BJlilding, 623
S. Wabash Ave. The drive benefited Baby Ray-Ray, a young
child with no immune system forced to live in a sterile bubble.

Grad Audits

Conlinuedfrom Page 3

studen!S in knowing what has to be
done to meet the requiremen!S in
order for them to walk down the
commencement aisle.
"!Turning the graduation application in a year before you graduate] gives you two or three semesters to make sure you're on track,"
Friedman said. " We think it's critical that studen!S take responsi bility
for what they're taking, meeting
wi th their faculty adviser, and if
there's any confusion, they can ask

Film Fest

questions."
In the meantime, Friedman said
seniors can either go to their adviser to find out what is left for thei r
degree, or log on to Oasis and pull
up the advising guide, a fairly accurate program that not on Iy shows
students their progress, but also
computes the necessary courses in
the event of a change in majors.
The Oasis advising guide, however, is not a complete substitute for
a graduation audit.

,,-.·

yo u look at th ings li ke

mill ion square feet of
"What I'd like to do is to keeR our
the mailboxes o r the e leCol umbia's bu ildings and
buildings kind of up to date and sort
vator doors o r some of
crea te a preservation and
of now-looking, but at the same time
the other filaments o n the
educatio n p lan. Two of
respecting the historic. ... We're a
stairways and th ings, a ll
Columbia's
build in gs
design school. So I think we should
of a sudden you see a lot
included in the survey of
of beautiful things th at
buildings,
the
1104
bepushingtheenvelopealittlebitbut
might have been lost if
Center, 1104 S. Wabash
, respecting that as well:"
these buildings had not
Ave. , and the Residence
been
ow ned
by
Center, 731 S. Pl ymouth
-Alicia Berg, vic_e president
Columbia."
Court,
a re
on
th e
of campus envzronment
The college hired the
Nationa l Register o f
architecture
firm
of
Histor ica l Pl aces.
and preservation pl a n comes at McG uire
Ig lesk i
and
T he two-part pl an inc lud·e s a time whe n Columbia 's cam- Assoc iates- whi ch speciali zes
the cam pus preservat ion plan pus is und ergo ing visib le in conservation of hi sto ri c'
and the hi s toric bui ldin g c han ges; a res ult of the buildings and is know n fo r its
resto ratio n guidelines . A large "Co rrid or Blitz" project and work on the Field Museum of
part of the project is c ata log ing the pe ri w in kle paint that Natural History a nd Pullman
the hi s tory of nine o f ado rns se veral buildings.
Market H a ll-to sur vey the
Colum b ia 's buildings, whi ch
" As an urban campus , we are buildin gs an d gat her backwere des igned by we ll -kn o wn part of the vibrant c ity around · gro und information. McGuire
a rc hitects, inc luding Alfred S. us, but the camp us is a lso visu- Igles ki and Assoc ia tes will
Alsc hule r, Howard VanDoren all y indi s tin gui s hable from a lso be res ponsible fo r runn ing·
S haw a nd Willi am LeBaro n tha t city. Now, with the Getty staff works ho ps and mak ing
Je nn ey, the fa ther of the mod- su pport , we ca n begin to create reco mmendatio ns about future
e rn skyscrape r, who desig ned a true ca mpus e nvironment, a plans fo r the bui ld ings.
the 11 04 Ce nte r.
real sense of pl ace," Columbia
The educational portion of
The survey and research of Pres id e nt Warrick L. Ca rter the' plan includes a proposed
t he buildings inc ludes photo- said in a co lle ge press re lease. budget o f mo re th a n $20.000
gra ph s, perm it records a nd " In a couple of years, when for lecture, trainin g and tour
information about th e a rc hi- people co me to the South Loop fees. Acco rdi ng to L ivingsto n,
tec ts, as well as an assessment they' ll know they're o n the the Getty would not approve
of the bui ldi ngs' features, con- Columbi a Coll ege C hi cago the grant proposal with o ut an
dition and plans for mainte- campus."
educational
plan
fo r
" What I' d like to do is to Columbia's stude nts a nd s taff.
nance a nd restoratio n.
"[The grant ] ' recogni zes th e keep o ur buildings kind of up
Part of th at educatio nal pl a n
fa ct that we have a number of to date and sort of now-l ookSee Getty Grant Page 8
hi s tori c build ings o n camp us in g, but at the sa me time

Coniinuedfrom Fronl Page

PowerPoint presentation on hi s
film The 7in Drum, which won
the 1979 Palme d'Or at Cannes
and an Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language fi lm.
Ousmane
Sembene.
the
acknowledged father of African
cinema, will also be at Col umbia
for a Q-and-A Oct. 18 following a
;creening of his film Black Girl
ond a ;hort documentary on the
mak ing of hi s new film,
Moo/aade, which will play at the
festival.
Other guest; include A lbert
Mays les. co- director of The
/JeaJ/es: The F1rst U.S. Visit and
the legendary Rolling Stones documentary Gimme Shelter, who
will work with Columbia's documentary students Oct.
18.
Mayslcs wi ll be in town to show
his film Gray Gardens, as well as
the little-;een Meel Marlon

Branda, a documentary catching
the legendary actor promoting his
film Moriluri without talking
about it.
According to Fa lzone, o the r
guests may appear at the school
but have not yet been confirmed.
Fi lmmaker Jonathan Caouette,
who wi ll be at the festi val to
screen his fi lm Tamalion, has
expressed interest in speaking to
Columbia students, but sched ules
must be coordi nated fi rst.
The
Film
and
Video
Depanment's Wednesday night
sc reening series will also be
aligned with the festival. The two
that intersect with the festivalOct. 13 and 20-will be used to
show traditional and nontraditional short films that have been
<~ccepted into the festiva l, including Chor's film Mindy, "Best of
the Fest" winner at Columbia's

2004 Big Screen Awards. It wi ll
be exhibited in the festival 's
" Homegrown Shorts" presentation.
Falzo ne also as ked other
departments to be in volved with
the
festival.
Co lumbia 's
Televisio n Department will program several hours worth of short
subjects from the festiva l's 40year history on Frequency TV.
Mark Lloyd, assistant vice president of marketing and communi cations, said a sponsorship with
the festival not only gives
Columbia , a significant film
sc hool, the opportunity to gain
additional c redibility and recruit
students. but also to be a catalyst
for edification in film arts.
"This institlUe recognizes arts
literacy is an important thing to be
engaged with, and for us, any
partnership that promotes literacy

is something we want to be
involved in," said Lloyd.
For Falzone, the collaboration
is less. about visibility and more_
about students gaining access to a
process they more th an likely will
deal with after graduating.
"Sooner or later, [students are]
going to have to learn how the festivals operate, and the only way
you' re goi ng to do that is by taking advantage of them," Falzone
said. " I' ve always believed one of
the most important cultural contributions we have in the city is this
festival, and l think that anybody
who doesn't take advantage of it
while going to film school really
needs to start questioning why
they're in film school."
Since Columbia and Falzone
have had years worth of programming with the festi val, Falzone
said , the infrastructure of cooper-

ation between the two simply rose
to the surface, which makes future
cooperation wi th the festival painless.
" My hope and prayer is that this
becomes a permanent fu nctio n
because we benefit · each other
tremendously," Falzone said. "We
get a lot of it at the art houses,
more than most cit ies do, but we
don't get the range we get when
the festival comes, because the
festival is about showi ng films
that may not ever make it to those
[art houses]. but are still great
films."

See page 4 of this week's

A&E pull-out Section for a
preview of films coming to
the Chic~go Film Festival
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Columbia College Chicago and Roosevelt University

Basketball

lntramurals
For Students, Faculty,
Staff and Alumni

Applications are due by Thursday, Oct. 14th

Captain's Meeting Oct. 14th at 7 PM
Open Play Oct. 12th & 13th at & 7PM
0

Intra murals start October 19th at 7 PM
/~pplications can be found at the Fitness Center or online ·
at www.~olum.edu/leadership/intramural_sports.htm

Roosevelt University
• Fitness Center •
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Campus News

Enrollment at
record high
0 Coll ege is taking steps to free up space
state except Delaware," Kelly
said. "Delaware hasn't caught on
yet. "
This national representation is
Columbia experienced its
largest enro llme nt spike in a big c hange from Columbi a·~
school history thi s fall . with roots as a C hicago area com close to 3,200 new studen ts o n muter school.
"Now Columbia is a nationa l
cam pus.
Mark Kelly, vice preside nt of coll ege as opposed to a C hicago
student affairs, said this increase co mmute r insiitution," Kelly
makes Columbia one of the three said. "Thi s is onl y going to conlarges t private coll eges in tinue over time. We have in no
Illinois, along with Northwestern way gone away from o ur traditional C hicago roots. We are just
and DePau l uni versities.
Compared with last yea r 's no longer a commuter campus."
2,820 new students, enrollment
With Columbia's histo ry of
is up 5 percent and full -ti me stu- jam-packed elevators, the growdent enroll ment is up 7 percent. ing number of students has
The college also saw a !6 per- caused some concern. Kelly said
cent increase in full-time fresh- the school is working on getting
men, a 3 percent increase in the problem fixed.
returning students and a 7 per"E ven with two of fo ur elevacent increase in full-time "stude nt tors fixed, it fe lt so much mo re
comfortable than a year ago,"
enro ll ment, according to Ke ll y.
" It was an increase we were Ke lly said. " I think it 's fair to say
hoping for and expecting," Kelly that Columbia is continuing to
grow, and growth is .a healthy
sa id .
Enrollment for the 2003-2004 thing. We wi ll accommodate that
school year peaked at 9,9! 5 .
growth."
"The number~ are a little highEnrollme nt for the 2004-2005
school year to ps 10,200 students, er than we expected, but not sigaccording to early reports fro m nificantly higher," sa id Elizabeth
the
college 's
O ffice
of Sil k, director o f instituti ona l
research.
Institutional Researc h.
On-campus residency has also
Anothe r possible reason for
reached its hi ghest point e ver, the increase, according to Ke lly,
with 40 percent of fres hmen now is the tuitio n freeze-making
living on campus.
Col umbia a more affordable priThere are now some 1,500 stu- vate institution.
dents living in Columbia's resi" I think the fact that Columbi a
dence centers. includi ng 700 in appears to be affordable makes a
th e U ni versity Center of difference," Kell y said. " I would
Chicago, 525 S. State St., and be very surprised to see any of
320 in the 2 E. 8th St. apart- those 8 to 10 percent increases
menis.
again."
Kelly
said
Columb ia's
" It seems li ke there are so
Residence Life program , - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -----,
Bv Jennifer Sabella
Assostanl News Eater

FALL ENROLLMENT

experienced a 25o percent increase in studen ts.
The Uni versi ty Ce nter Columbia
was origina lly a planc o ' < • o • c u ' c • o o 19
ni ng
co ncern
fo r
Columb ia, sa id Mi ke
DeSalle, vice president
of finance.
"We were worried
abou t tak in g on all those
new beds," DeS aile sai d.
"A year ago, we weren' t
sure if we were go ing to
fi ll ]the 'S uperdorm' ]."
Due to the enrollmen t
bump, filling beds was
not a problem.
" We bo rrowed beds
from DePaul and signed L - - - - - - - - - - ---::-:--:-..J
a master lease wi th the 2
E. 8t h St. apartments," Kelly many more people this year,"
said, "w hich now houses 320 said senior graphic design major
studen ts under Colum bia's RA's Laura Rupp. " It's reall y biza rre."
and gu idelines."
Kell y sa id the school is taking
The hi gh enrollme nt a nd steps to accom modate new resiincrea sed residence li fe pla y into dents by addi ng sta ff in the
Co lumb ia's sh ift toward becom- hea lth center, construc ti ng a
ing a 24-ho ur campus and away smoki ng
lounge
in
the
from it s commuter schoo l roots.
Underground Cafe and adding
Kelly sa id that if the numbers more depa rtme nt loc kers on
continue to gro w at this rate, new
campus.
facil ities will ha ve to be purKell y said he hopes that with
chased.
all the new res ide nts, there will
··If we ino:rease 3 percent to 4 be higher attendance at school
percent a year, we wi II need functions.
more space:· Kell y said .
"The barometer of healt hy stuT he reaso ns for Col umbia's dent li fe is how many studen t
growth arc not know n for sure, o rganizations you have," Kell y
but Kelly said that it could be said.
severa l th ings, inc luding an
Despite th e increase in enrollaggressive nati onwide recruiting · ment, Colu mbia has no plan to
plan .
c hange the schoo l's o pen admis"We have students from every sion po licy.

File

President Warrick L. Carter {back left), Vice President of Student Affairs Mark Kelly and Dean of
Stude nts Sharon Wilson-Taylor take a ride on Columbia's student shuttle shortly after it was
approved in February. The college has since shut down the shuttle due to its cost and lack of
student use .

Shuttle

CotUJi !Uedfrom Front Page

o ther half, paid out of tuition
dolla rs.
" It took up one- fo urth of our
budget last year," sa id Dominic
Cotto ne, di rector o f s tude nt
leade rship. "The shuttle is not
going to happe n."
Cotto ne said that if the shuttle
was reall y importa nt to stude nts, he would e xpect the
Office of Student Affa irs to pi c k~.
up the cost, but until then, the '
s huttle is o ut o f the pic ture.
The consensus around campus
was· that people were aware of
the shuttle, but the majority o f
stude nts j ust didn ' t make use of
it.
Senior
m arketi ng
major
J as mine Dikamovic sa id s he
never used the shuttle.
"Every ti me I saw it last yea r,
it- was empty," Dikamovic said .
" I never used it," sa id Ta lia
Rogers, a j unior photography
major. "A nd if the money was
comin g o ut of tu itio n, no , it
shouldn ' t be here."

Associate Vice President of
Facilities and Operations Mike
Debish liked the idea of the
shuttle, but said it wa s just o ut
of reach for now.
·
"It was just too expensive to
ma intain," Debish said. "But,
it 's a safe way of getting around
the South Loop at night."
Debish also said that after
speaking to several bus compa•
nies, he was told that it takes
time fo r some thing like the
shuttle to catc h o n.
"Even the CTA , whe n they
establis h a new route ," Debi sh
said, " it usua lly takes two to
three years to get it started."
When the shuttle first started,
an adequate a mo unt of riders
were present, but as time went
on , the numbers d w indle d .
There were also compla ints of
the bus being off schedule, and
stude nts waiting more than 40
minutes for the shuttle, but the
lac k of riders hip was still a
shock to the shuttle's support-

ers.
" It was an a wake ning,"
Debish said.
"'
Debish also said that they had
expected mo re physically challe nged students on board, but
they j ust weren ' t using it.
'
But Debish said that the ne w
faces on c ampus could possibly
be shuttle riders. , 1
1
~ ~ 1111vMtf\tfles'!"fes identlal
students now, the shuttle mi ght
be an attractive idea for them."
According to Cottone, before
the fa ll semester, the newly
e lected SG A me mbers were
cons idering making \he shunle
available in the winte r mo nths
onl y, w he n there would be more
of need fQr it; •but aga in, the
mone y wasn' t there.
Debish rema ins o ptim istic
about the idea , and hopes that a
shuttle
is
somewhe re
in
C<>lumbia 's near future.
" I'd like to see it happe n
again," Debish said.

a

Getty" Grant Continuedfrom Page6
is ,"Ce lebrate Co lum b ia," a im ple m e nt othe.r po rtio ns of fron t and m a king students
a ware o f the ir' env iro nment.
mon th -lo ng series of eve nts the proposal.
incl ud ing an exhib iti on a t the
"Peo ple sho uld have pride in
T he grant is importa nt,
libra ry, a lecture series featur- L ivi ngsto n s aid, but is just one the ir buildin gs," Livingsto n
ing architectura l histori a ns a nd s ma ll
s tep
in
brin g ing said.
to urs o n the hi story of t he Columb1a 's h1sto ry to the forebuil din gs gi ven by 18 s tude nt.--- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- tour gui des.
O rig in a ll y s late d for Jul y
2005, a student docu mentary
fil m,
te nta ti vely
ti tled
Const ructin g
a
Legacy:
H istoric Building Preservation
at Columbia, has been put on
ho ld until addit ional fundi ng
can be sec ured . T he student
fi lm was c ut when the act ua l

cilg best/
tJ

available online

8. e/

through the
miracle of

tt~mputl

gran.t

am ount

came

in

at

$ 150,000, instead o f the
$200,000 the co llege req uested .
Even with the shortfa ll in the
proposed budget, th e C ampu s
He rit age Gran t p rov ides the
co llege wi th .n a ti onal recognition, whi ch L ivin gston hopes
w ill ga rner more fundin g to

ummenftJIIJI
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Presenting the very first
interactive network.
If the only connection you have is
through the Internet, we in vite you to
come worship with us this Sunday at
10:00 a.m. And connect with something more powerfu l than a computer.

STUDENTS WELCOME!!!!

Christ the King
Lutheran Church, ILCA
1532 S. Michigan Ave. 312.939.3720
(Parking available at Old St. Mary's lot)
Pastor Scott Ching burg

r,rinters' •
square••
"BECAUSE WE CARE"

This is Columbia.
700 5. FEDERAL, CHICAGO

THE

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
your paper, your news, your voice.
www.columbiachronicle.com _ _ _ ___J

Studios
1 Bedrooms
2 Bedrooms

from $865
from $1095
from $1695

CALL ABOUT OUR SPECIALS NOW! 312.427.0200

L . __ _ _ _

help wanted!
Connie's Pizza on Archer Ave.
is seeking servers, hosts, and
delivery drivers. Experience is
a must, 21 + only please!

@~E)_31-2.32-6.34-----l43
Apartment & Roommate Marketplace

1-877-FOR-RENT
Chicago&
All U.S. Cities

Long Term
Short Term

List Apartments
&Rooms Free

printerssquareapts@wallc.com
waterton property management

welcome back
to the grind!
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'Between' fame
and obscurity
r.J Band fronted by form<..:r student~ catching

on

1-lr h \rrccr . ,, lllrlc mu\lcal

\Inger llnan ~rmpM> n , were
approad1ed by eve nr coord rna ro" of DePaul Unr ven.ll y 10
open for We" Coasl rap group
Drlaled People' al rhe uni ver>lry'> Scpl. 24 " Welcome Back"

rrta!' lt: oc.:n 11 "

co ncert

By Brett Pender
Vlr:c.maslr:r

Ck ca\lonall y,
hcrwccn (

\ urnewhcre

(lf l l 'I C\"a

Parkway and

In rhc l all ol 2000. when for
rncr Columhra \ludenh MrHI\Ia v
' Mrl r
Mrharlovrc.
T.J
K.rn uutcw ' ~' and 'Jony 'l abor
, r,u rcd Janllnrnv 111 rhc praclrcc
"'"'n ol rhc l(c\ldcncc Center.
7 \1 <; l'l) lllourh Cour l. !hey drd
nol ~n ow rh.rl rh crr
ve11re rneldrnl!
w und
would "" "' ra ~e nlf
Now, lrurr ye ar> later,
· rhe hand. Som ewhere 111
Between, " elljoyrn g
con>rderahle >Uccess on
rh e Chrca[!" IIIU>ic >ccne. playrrrg nearl y 20 ve nue> rn and
around rhe c rr y. >uch '"
Suh1 e11anean and Park We>!.
They ha ve al w opened for acrs
rndndrng rhc Fr ee Space. jau.
group Om Tno and bluegra»
hand Umphrey McGee.
The hand, mad e up of !he three
former Columhra srudelll > a>
well '" ha» ~>l Joe Tabor and

ff audrcnce reacrron '' any
rndrcalron. rhe DePaul cuordrna ror;, were n ghr 10 ca\l rhe band.
The band \ funk y >ound melded
well wrlh a aowd rhrr>ly for rhe
Drlarcd l'cnpl e>. They hyped rhe
audrem:e wrrh a ha» -hcavy ren drlron o f !he " Knrghl
Rrder" !heme >ong. and
rhcn >llrred !hem rnlo a
frenzy wll h !herr cove r of
Young M C'> "Bus! a
MUSIC Move" The res! of !he
band 's funk y reperrurre
played well wi rh rhe DePaul
crowd.
" !Somewhere in Berweenl gol
me and !he mostl y hip-hop
crowd excited wilh rh eir cover of
rh e old school ' Bus! a Move,"'
>ard DePaul graduat e srudenl
i\buna Demoz. "The acoustics in
rhe gy m weren' t good, bur !heir
sci was really good and I wi sh

00

Womens' group
stages a return
0 Faculi y salaries on tap for first meeting
Odishoo al so said her group

~ Sco!l CarlsQn
News Edrlor

w~1 s

i\frer a si x- month hiatu s.
Columbia 's Women 's Work in
Progress ~roup wi ll retu rn wilh
an informalronal meeti ng Ocr.
20.
Sarah Odi'h'"'· faculty mem ber of !he Eng I i' h Deparrmenl
and co- founder. said rhal rhe
group . whic h now has 144
member> 'igned u1>. will continue. despite !he dcparrurc of sraff
member a11d fnrmer gro up faci l11altH'

"I

C hri stine So mcrvil.
want ed
women

of

Col umbia 111 sri ll ha ve a voice
Iandi , rill have a place 10 come
111 lalk ahour rssues !hal they' re
c.:o nccr ncd

ahout ,"

sai d

instrumcnlal in updat ing

rhe college's sex ual harass ment
poli cy and a proponent of !he
upco ming Center For rhe Srud y
of Women in rh e Arrs and
Med ia.
i\ccording ro Odishoo. rhe
drive for a womens' so lidarit y
group came in 1993 when Estell
Duff, wi fe of former Columbia
Pre sident John Duff, starred
voic ing rhe opinion rh ar women
needed a place on campus ro sir
and ralk aboul things.
"She. in some ways, was rh e
morivarion for think ing rhar we
should have something on cam pus," Odishoo said. "She wou ld
in vi te women facul ty 10 come
and lalk."

Odi,hno. " The group has helped
hl :ur lou t I MHnc of the issues
women were \..'unrc rncd about.
:tnd thu~c 1:-.:-. uc:-. ha ve bee n
.tddiC:o.M·d o n MHll c level hy the
!'t\.'huu l. "

llarh l vc r" "'- la-: uh y member
••I rh ,· Jt Hifll.rl~>lll lkparlmenl
and
\ l l'C
pt C:-. tdcnt
of'
Organ11ed l 'an rl ry nf Columbia
('ollcg,·. " '"I rhe lrr' l meetin g.
'" he h.-ld :11 12:] 0 p.m. i11
R'"'"' ~0 I .. r rh e i\lcxa 11drniT
( ':11npu '
( 'e111c·r .
CJOO
S.
Mu.:h1 1:t:tn ,\ vc .. w dl di sna:-.s
1111<1111).:' aho111 eq11:rl11 y in faclll1) :-.a latt t::-.

Odr,ht~o l'l<'d lled rh c t:"'"P
"llh .h.'nlmpll:-. lung . t d1angc 111
l.t~.: ult~ tttl \.· :-. 111 1') 1Jh.

Prug ram

d11c r tur:-. l• f

d q!. I CC- ;tl 'l 't>fd ln g

dl:p.utmcnt'

.Ill u l who m

\\lliiH.' Il
c h:111 :0.

\\C i l'

and

( \•lumhla ':-.

\\C I C

WC JC

l' h .&n gcd
IIH..' ludcd

( ' hall ~

I ll
Ill

Cnuncil .

Tina Wagner!The Chroniclo

Sarah
Odishoo,
English
Department faculty member
and
co-founder
of
the
Women's Work in Progress
group at Columbia.

Courle1y Morko Mlhollovk:
Somewhere in Between opens for West Coast rap group Dilated Peoples at DePaul University's
'Welcome Back' concert Sept. 24. The band is scheduled to perform a Halloween show at the
South Loop's Ho thouse, 31 E. Balbo Drive.

rhey could have played longer."
Kanczuzewsk i, rhe band 's keyboardisr, said rhe opportunity 10
open for Dilated Peoples fir wirh
rhe band 's philosophy of being

LawSlJ.it

somewhere in b$!lween genres.
"11 was exciting 10 play to a
hip-hop crowd and gel a good
response," Kanczuzewski said.
The band is sci 10 play a

Halloween
show
al
rhe
HotHouse. 3 1 E. Balbo Drive.

For more i11Jormatio11 011
Somewhere i11 Betwee11, log 011 to
www.somewherei11betwee11.0rg.

Cmuimredfrom Fro11t Page

said she was forced ro go ro nal harassment claims for rhe ing a hiring freeze ar rhe colcoun bec ause no one ar college. She said her laptop was lege.
Columbia rook rhe rime ro han- confisca ted and her sra ff reasMarhews filed suir in U .S.
die her claim s i nternall y. She signed. Outrageous fund: r~ai s ing dj ~rrict J:O.!!fl_op_Aug,._ 5, .2_Q_Q,4.
said rhc inac tion o f rhc college go<lls-$250,000
in
one A preliminary heari ng has been
con rra srs wi th how a similar monrh- were given 10 her, she sel for Oct. 28.
Mathews said rhar rhe colissue was handled when ir was said .
fil ed against her.
"Pun itive actions conti nue ro lege's con fidentia lity agreeIn S~;pr e mber 2002. Mathews be taken against me. In addi- menls may limil her moves in
was accused of making anli- lion. rumors are circulating thai rhe case. M ost of her would-be
Semi ric remark s loa co-worker. there is a lis! of people 10 be witnesses are among the seven
former
Institutional
she sa id. The investiga tion was fired ... and my name is said 10 orher
evcmua lly dropped due ro lack be on il," M athews said i n her Advancement employees. Six
of evidence. However. Mar hews memo.
of !hose employees signed the
was or<1lly reprimanded and had
"To remove my staff from my college's confidentiality agreea nore auached ro her personnel supervision wirhour telling me ment in exchange for severance,
fi le, even though rhe case was is denigrating and disrespectful according to Mathews. In order
dismissed.
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 10 testify, wit nesses
Mathews' cla im s o f di smusl be subpoenaed.
cr imination are di rect ly
"I think there is a fairly lon g track
"It's done. A 'confidenriality agreement'
l i nked ro an O ffi ce of
ln sriruri onal Advancement
record of an employ!le w ho is '
ir's ca lled . In orher
restructuring rhar began
disgruntled . It's my understanding
words. they're afraid of
longtime
Vice
that the issue is not about racial
bad publ icity," said
afr er
President Wood y Whire
disclimin ation. It is about retaliation ."
Mauhew W. Finkin;
lefl rhe co llege ro pursue
who reaches employan opporruniry wi rh rhe
-Mark Lloyd, vice president
menr
law
at
th e
Uni red Negro College
of marketing and communications
University of Illinois.
Fund in i\pri l 2003. In his
Finkin said confidenabsence. and during rhe L----- - - - - - - - - --------' ti aliry agreements are
searc h for a new ad vancemcnr arrhe least. 11 is a way 10 humil- nor i llegal.
vice president. rhe college iarc and discredit me in fronr of
''Whether you consider !hem
brought in rhe fund-raisin g con- my colleagues. "
ethical or nor is a separate marMathews wrorc in rhe memo rer," said Finkin.
sui ring firm o f Tcr Molen.
Watkins and Brandl.
rhar her complain! 10 rhe co llege
Mar hews is suing under Ti rle
The interim super visor from Equity Office was ignored .
V II of rhe Civil Rights Act of
rhe co nsulling fir. is rhe subject
Her nexr srep was 10 file wirh
1964 for racial discrimination.
of Mathews' disc rimination rhc
Equal
Em ployment Bur she sa id rhe case centers
claim s.
Opponuniry Commission. The more around rhe way rhe college
"The
inter im ·super visor EEOC reviewed her case and in handled her harassment claim s.
harassed and discriminated June 2004 granted Mathews rhe
" I was ignored," she sa id. " I
was rreared so differently from
against me," Mathews alleged ri ghr 10 sue.
in her fed eral coun filin g.
Shonl y after she wrore rhe rhe way rhey handled rhe case
" Wh en rh c si ruari on did nor memo. rhe new vice president of agai nst me."
improve. I filed a formal com- advancernenr. Sam Ross. who
. M athews said she is uncomplainr wi rh rhe co llege's Equity replaced Whi re. rook over rhe fonable signing away her rights
dcpanmenr. Mathews. along ro l irigarion in exchange for sevIss 11es Office."
ln a memo from Mathews 10 wir h seven orher employees. erance because she bel ieves rhe
rhe cquir y o fficer ar rhe rime. had their jobs eliminated. The rwo are nor related.
Dr. Jean Lighrfoor. Mathews C hronicle reponed in an Apri l
" Whar 1 think should be illeourlrned her claims of discrimi - 2003 issue rhar a new ream was gal is nor giving me my severnation and. harassmenr. The hired
in
rhe Office
of ance and my leuer of recomequiry o fficer handles any inrer- l nsrirurional Advancement dur- mendarion," she said.
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W ith a $35 annual student membership t o The Field Museum, you can " travel" to Afri ca, China, Tibet,
or hundreds of other exoti c and interesting places. And still be back fo r your afternoon classes.

T~ield
useurn
Home of Sue the
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Discounted student membership is only $35 th rough 11/12/04 • 1400 South La ke Shore Drive • www.fieldmuseum.org • 312-922-9410

hey! this place
has student
rates!! let's
park here!!!! .

7th street go rage
710 s. wabash
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· (student rote)

visit our other locations: 722 S. wabash & 11 e . balbo
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Dallas students face
wireless net dilemma
0

Wireless controversy stirs national debate

from students. One visitor
referred to UT-Dallas as "the
Gestapo." Another said he had
FORT WORTH, Texas-It's contacted a lawyer.
The issue moved beyond the
OK to make college students do
more homework, write longer realm of the university when it
papers or even pay higher tuition. was covered on Slashdot.com, a
But mess with their Internet web forum on technology issues
access and you will get some read by millions. The posting
received more than I, I 00 comhigh-tech turmoil.
Through the power of blogs, or ments in just 12 hours. The issue
online journals, news that offi- was soon discussed on other popcials at the University of Texas at ular s ites including Techdirt.com,
and
MIT's
Dallas were trying to restrict stu- News.com,
dents from using personal wire- Technology Review.
UT-Dallas reversed the ban
less networks grew from a local
dispute to a national online after discovering a Federal
Communications Commission
debate on student rights.
"It turned into a much bigger ruling that prohibits the restricissue than I had anticipated it tion of wireless access points by
would have," said Bill Hargrove,. landlords. Many colleges have
executive director of information restricted " rogue" access points
on their campuses, Hargrove said.
resources.
However, according to the
The issue arose earlier this
month
when
UT-Dallas' FCC, the university does not
Information
Resources appear to have that power
some
rooms
in
Department posted a letter on the because
doors of every room in the Waterview Apartments are rented
Waterview Park Apartments, the by faculty members, meaning
sc hoo l's on-campus residence. that they are not traditional dorThe letter addressed the issue of mitories.
Interference with the universipersonal wire less networks,
which are apparently interfering ty 's wireless network continues to
with the university 's official wire- be a problem for students,
Hargrove said.
less network .
"Students who can't afford to
For more than a year, UTDallas has prov ided wireless pay for their own Internet conInternet access throughout its nection have a right to us·e the
campus, including student resi- uni versity's network free of
dences. But many students opted charge," he said.
The school made the decision
to bypass the network and pay for
service with local providers. to expand wireless networks from
Instead of each roommate paying campus several years ago when it
for his or her own connection, considered wiring the residences
many rooms have installed pri- at Waterview and discovered that
vate wireless networks, described providing a wireless network
in the letter . as "rogue" access would be cheaper than equipping
points, which allow them to share every room with an Internet connection.
the costs.
"I received communications on
The "rogues" are just like the ·
school's official network, but are this from colleges as far as
only strong enough to accornnlO- Oregon, and they've all been saydate computers nearby. The num- ing we're working on our wireber of "rogue" access points at less network and we're going to
Waterview jumped from a hand- start facing the same stuff,"
ful earlier this year to more than Hargrove said.
On Waterviewsux.com, several
I 00 last month, Hargrove said.
The problem with these net- contributers took the university's
works, Hargrove said, is they reversal as a sign of the student
interfere with use of the universi- body's power.
"You all make me proud to be a
ty's wireless network, at times
keeping those trying to use the student here," one vis itor wrote.
Another added, " Long live the
official network from even signnerds."
ing on.
"Such interference is not only I !U,
·-·
unfair to other residents, but it is
· ABQUT.WIFI
also a violation of UTD policy
.,-Short-range networking sysand will not be permitted," the tems- known as WiFi-al/aw stuletter read.
dents and faculty with .wireless
Threatening disciplinary action
<;_omputers to. access the Internet
to those who did not comply, the from places outside computer
letter said that those using private labs, including student /punges
Internet connections must either and even outdoors.
switch their wireless networks to
- The University of Tetas al
a frequency that does not inter- Dallas is one of the first .area
fe re with the school's network or schools to·provide wireless servdissolve their "rogue" access ice to student residences.
point and log on the old-fash-students age 18 to 24 are
ioned way- with a wire connectadopting public WiFi at abou
ing their computer to the wall.
twice the rate ·of ·the average
"It's when it 's wireless that it
online population, - /arg( ly
interferes," Hargrove said.
through exposure to the technoloStudents immed iately took
gy on campuses and from peers,
their outrage online. One student- according to a recent study from
By Aman Batheja

Kll~ht Ridder Newspapers (KRT)

Courtesy KRT Wire Service
Iowa Gov. Tom Vilsack is flanked by Chris Barker (left), of the band Anti-Flag, and Tim Mcilrath
(right), of the band Rise Against, during a press conference for Punkvoter.com at the Hotel Fort
Des Moines in Des Moines, Iowa.

Punk bands tour with a message
0 Politics of punk push student voters to mobilize and oust Bush
Bv C.J. Weldy
The Lantern (Ohio State U.)
(U-WIRE)
COLUMBUS,
Ohio- Activism and rock ' n'
roll music have always been
important factors that can sway
the mindsets of young voters
during an election. At no time
has this been more prevalent
than now, when the leader of
the cou ntry might be decided by
the slimmest of margins.
The "Roc k Agains t Bush"
tour stopped in Columbus,
Ohio, on Sept. 30 at the
Newport Music Hall. The bi ll is
headlined by punk band AntiFlag and includes fellow punk
rockers Midtown, T he AKAs,
Strike Anywhere, Mike Park,
and former Rage Against the
Machine,
and
current
Audios lave
guitarist
Tom
More llo appearing as The
Nightwatchman.
The tour was brought together
by
the
webs ite
punkvoter.com, a voter education orga nization that consists
of more than 200 punk rock
bands, 30 independent record
labels and thousands of voters
who are fans of punk rock
music.
Pat Phetic, the drummer of
Anti-F lag, fee ls there is an
immediate need for Americans,
both young and old, to begin
taking advantage of thei r voting
privileges and exercise thei r
potent ab ilities of choi ce.
"We ' ve been very vocal about
power and voter reform and ·the
need for all people to get out
and vote," Phetic said.
Phetic has enjoyed the expe ri ences on the road an d said he
has had the pleasure of meet ing

interesti ng people along the of how this country wi ll look
way.
with another four years under
"We have met Congress pea- the leadership of President
pie, Iraqi veterans-and all of George W. Bush. Phetic is conthem have had very good things cerned that if Bush is re-elected,
. - - -- -- - - -- - - - - , he will "appoint new Supreme
Court justices, who will most
"Young people will determ ine the likely be Republican and who
outcome of this election. The
wi ll quite possibly overturn the
landmark Roe v. Wade deciyoung people ... could very well
sian."
play an important role in who
becomes the next president"
" It 's time for those of us who
are opposed to the Bush agenda
of repression at home and
-Tom Morello, guitarist for
aggress ion abroad to stand up
Audios/ave
and be counted," Morello said.
Phetic pronounced his admi' - - - - - - -- - - - -----' ration for former Democratic
presidential candidate Dennis
to say about the tour," he said.
Kucinich and Green Party presThe target of the two main idential candidate, Ralph Nader.
candidates during their cam"I'm a big fan of Dennis
paigns has been the vote of 18- Kucinich," he said. " I' ve
to 24-.year-olds, making the col- always loved Ralph Nader. I
lege scene a perfect place for think he is an American hero . It
musicians to voice their con- is tragic that the Democratic
cem s and share their beliefs Party has tried to smear his
wi th th~ audience.
name- he is a phenomenal perMorello, who has always son and a great patriot for our
been wellknown for his politi- co untry."
cal activism, reiterated the fact
No matter whom students
that it is those who are fresh out plan on voting for on Nov. 2,
of high school and those on the rockers said, it is important
their way to a degree in college young people make sure their
who have the most power in voices are heard. The missions
givi ng Ame rica a new sense of of " Rock Against Bush" and
how importa nt it is to vote.
punkvoter.com include educat"Young people wi ll determine ing peopl e about the issues of
the outcome of this electi on. both candidates and ens uring
The young people of Oh io that Americans understand it is
could very we ll play an impor- a privilege to have a vote in the
tant role in who becomes the presidential election.
nex t president," More ll o said.
" We hope people w ill come
"The ' Rock Against Bush' tour out and express the ir own
has been crossing this nation, be lie fs and hopefully learn
bringing a message th at an something and be inspired to go
empo wered youth is an empow- out and vote in November,"
cred America."
Phetic said. ·
Phetic and Mo rello are wary

run

site,

waterv iewsux.com,

received dozens of comments
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The golden

ticl<et?sv
I don't know how I survived all
summer without my U-Pass. All
those hours spent scro unging for
change in indiscriminate places
(damn th at quarter fare
increase!), the can collecting,
Buckingham Fountain diving and
trying to convince bus drivers to
let me ride, even though my
transfer had expired five minutes
or a day before. Apparently,
they're really strict aboui that
stuff.
Don't even get me started on
all that walking and bike riding
that, while good exercise, was
really just a pain in the ... foot.
But now I have it back.
While waiting in the dreaded
line for my sleek little fare card,
a student more obviously ecstatic than I, commented to no one
in particular how great it was to
have a U-Pass again. I can't
stop thinking about her comment: Holding the pass up high
as though it were the Olympic
torch, she yelled, "This thing is
like gold!" I couldn't agree more.
Columbia students may be
among the most dependent on
the U-Pass. as so many of them
are commuters who are spread
all over the city.and suburbs. So,
of course, they line up en masse

JAMIE MURNANE/A&E EDITOR

to pick up the $75 card. The
pass makes it possible-to get to
and from class, work and anywhere else one would go. I
mean, really, who wou ld drive to
concerts at places like the
Aragon Ballroom? (After all, we
know the passes are used mostly to go to places other than
class.)
But what if the U-Pass were
actually gold? Life would be so
much easier-not to mention
more exciting- with a wallet full
of bling. Instead of students
leaving their apartments at 6
a.m. to U-Pass their way from
the Brown Line to the Red Lin e,
to the No. 151 to the No. 3 to
make a 9 a.m. class at the
Dance Center in the middle of
winter, th ere'd be real perks.
For starters, a U-Pass holder
would get a heck of a lot more
th an just a few discounts at
South Loop establishments.
Instead of 10 percent off your
order at the greasy spoon Gina's
Cuisine, you could spend an
afternoon shopping at the ch ic
stores like Louis Vuitton and
Burberry on the Magnificent
Mile-something most students
rarely do.
Instead of the bus driver hassling you for another form of
identification to prove that, yes,
that is indeed your shrunken
head against the DMV-blue
background, they'd smile warmly, the golden gleam reflecting in
their eye. "Hello there, wonderful
student, come on board, let me
know if there's anything you
need," they'd say, offering glasses of champagne. You, carrying

What' 9 you think of the

Brook Stafford
Senior
Fashion Design

Evan DeVries
Freshman
Radio

the golden U-Pass that, by the
way, would never get bent in
your back pocket and malfunction every time you stick it in the
turnstile slots, would smile modestly and simply take your heated reclining seat near the mini
bar. Models turned CTA employees would be nearby with fans
and grapes in hand.
Just think of how much easier
things would be with a golden UPass. I doubt anyone would ever
lose them again. They're so easily misplaced now, not because
Columbia students are irresponsible or party too hard and can't
remember what they did with it,
but because the passes are hard
to see. White and blue are such
bland colors. A U-Pass is bound .
to get mixed up with other
papers (such as the financial aid
sheets that shoulct have been
turned in months ago. (Yeah, I'm
on to all of you). If the passes
we re gold, they'd never be lost
again. There's no way anyone
would miss a rectangu lar, shiny
slice of heaven.
So maybe next year Columbia
students will be offered special
golden U-Passes. For as much
as everyone pays for tuition, it
wouldn't be that much of a
stretch. One can only hope.
Right now, I'm just crossing my
fingers, hoping to get one of
those fancy multicolored Sl inkys
at graduation like last year's students received. Who needs gold
when you can have "a Slinky, a
Slinky, for fun it's a wonderfu l
toy, a Slinky, a Slinky, it's fun for
a girl and a boy"?

presidentia\ debate?

Brendan Metzger
Freshman
Interior Architecture
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Rilo Kiley among friends at Abbey Pub
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor

On a Thursday night, the
Abbey Pub was a bustling hot
house, · filled to capacity. The
Sept. 30 Rilo Kiley show, originally slated for 21 and up, was
changed to 18 and older
• weeks before. Given the scene
at the venue, it was the right
idea.
Jenny Lewis, Rilo Kiley's
enigmatic and soulful sweetheart vocalist, is arguably the
band's greatest appeal. Her
vocals are tinged with an inoffensive country twang, accompanying the Omaha-infused
sound of folk-pop.
Lewis fronts the band with
additional help from co-songwriter Blake Senne!. Senne!
has a few solo songs on the
bands' three albums, but is
overshadowed by Lewis, especially now that she's become
more comfortable with her
powerhouse wail.
The quartet began with the
single "It's a Hit" from their new
album, More Adventurous.
Both the new songs and the
live performance enforced that
Rilo Kiley is indeed a rock
band. Senne\. is endlessly
pounding his guitar in the singa-long melodies that fuse with
Lewis'
upbeat
keyboard
chords.
The standout hit of the
evening was a Lewis-professed "love song" from More
Adventurous called "I Never,"
which features Lewis' most
impressive and exploratory
vocals in the sultry vein of
Patsy Cline.
Most songs from the new
album were highlighted, with a
· few from the previous two LPs,
Take-offs and Landings and

The Execution of All Things.
On the same evening as the
Presidential Debate, it was
only a matter of time before the
band stopped to ask the crowd
to vote.
·"Who watched the debate?"
Lewis asked the crowd. There
were murmurs, and a few
shouts that made replies akin
to the fact that they had been
.at the Abbey Pub all night and
couldn't watch Kerry versus
Bush.
"Bush didn't have much to
say," Lewis said. "It was kind of
sad."
"And don't forget to vote,"
Senne! interjected. "But if
you're voting for Bush, you can
forget."
Turning back to their instruments, Lewis cooed another
romantic verse while glancing
fondly in Sennet's direction.
Lewis and Senne! · are
famo us ex-lovers . Their onstage interactions and forlorn
love songs wou ld rnake you
think they're forever involved.
Their harmonies are so well
blended and right on, the only
thing listeners can ask for is
that they occur more often.
Senne! saves his vocals for
. his side project, The Elected,
but sang two of his solo tunes
from Rilo Kiley albums. Before
starting his song "Ripchord"
from More Adventurous, he
invited Lewis on stage and
started strumming "Such Great
Heights," the most popular
song by Lewis' side project
The Postal Service, with Death
Cab for Cutie front man Ben
Gibbard and DNTEL's Jimmy
Tamborello.
After the first verse and cho-

rus , Senne! ushered
Lewis into singing the
rest. Lewis shied away
claiming, "I only know my
harmonies."
The mid-tempo "Does
He Love You?" brought
the whole band back on
and Lewis sauntered to
the left side of the stage
before heading into the
middle of the audience.
Her crooning was uninterrupted by the cameras
flashing less than a foot
away and a Rilo Kiley
superfan
screaming
Lewis' own lyrics in her
face.
"Ailetter Son/ Daughter''
sang like a battle hymn,
with the drums rattling in
the background heading
toward a loud buildup
and Lewis, with crowd in
tow, screaming out, "And
sometimes when you're
on , you're really fucking m:;::;:::;:-;:;;;;;;;:c;~E;;';;:;;;::;=~;:::=r=::;:::r:==;:;:;::;:::~:::=;::7:==:::=;:::::::=::=:;;;::::=::;::::;:::;
on I and your friends sing
along and they love you."
It was a large proclama- L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---.J
lion from everyone in the vicinOpeners Tilly and the Wall was nothing extremely interity.
were also energetic and excit- esting about them. In fact, they
Lewis and Sennet's lyrical ing on stage. They could be a are the only conventional rock
abilities rival any other musical novelty band, but they're not. band on the roster. Their set
duo who have expressed so Their percussion is composed felt lethargic in comparison to
much poetically that a connec- in part of foot stomps and back Tilly and Rilo Kiley. Now It's
tion with every song is immedi- beats on a keyboard, but most- Overhead looked like the only
ate. Lewis' vocals are so clear ly by their resident tap dancer. fun they were having was exitand accomplished that even
The two female vocalists ing the stage.
first-time listeners could under- performed simplistic choreogThe night felt intimate, like a
stand and adhere to the signif- raphy, exercising their bubbly secret among friend:;, perhaps
personalities. They looked like because the Abbey Pub, 3420
icance in each stanza.
Rilo Kiley were consistently they were having unsurpass- W. Grace St., is so small. The
dynamic. Not only did they able amounts of fun, which pretentious hipsters attending
the Franz Ferdinand show
recreate the essential heart became contagious.
behind their recorded work, but
The second opening band, across town the same night
also translated it even better Now It's Overhead, are the don't know what they missed.
live.
most puzzling band in the
Saddle Creek family. There
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Chicago film festival turns 40
Fest programmers pull out all the stops for a cinematic celebration
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor
Chicago is singing "Happy
Brrthday" to one of its most
renowned residents this year:
the Chicago International Film
Festival. The festival, which
begins Oct. 7 and runs through
Oct. 21 , is celebrating the big
4-0. That's 40 years of blockbusting, cutting edge film
berng premiered, screened
and celebrated in the Windy
City.
Though it may not be as
large as the Sundance Film
Festival, Chicago's film fest is
the oldest competitive film festival in North America. (This
year, more than 1,500 films
were submitted.) With th e
rece nt influx of filming in
Chicago, it's no wonder the
40th anniversary fest has such
a vast array of films-165 of
them, to be exact.
Hailing from 44 countries,
the films featu red in the fest
include two world premieres,
111 features, 54 shorts, documentaries, films by first-time
directors, gay and lesbian

films, Black Perspectives films
and Chicago and Illinois films.
"Our goal, obviously, is to
offer something for everyone,"
said Helen Gramates, director
of programming for the festival. "We've got hard-hitting
political films that are as a
commentary to what's happening right now in the Middle
East from our Iranian directors
that's illustrated in the films
Turtles Gao Fly or Stray Dogs.
"We also have Hollywood
premiers that are in the special
presentations section, such as
Sideways
by
Alexander
Payne-he did the film About
Schmidt two years ago-and
Finding
Never/and
with
Johnny Depp, that's by Marc
Forster, who did Monster's
Ball. We also have films from
first-time directors-new discoveries. We've got comedies,
a couple of French comedies- Apres Vous and The
Pleasure is All Mine-and of
course
documentaries,"
Gramates said.

All of that alone is enough to
make one's head spin when
deciding which films to see. To
make the decision even more
difficult, a special 40th celebration flashback program was
included. The flashback section includes 12 programs that
honor the fest's history by
bringing back directors and
films that have been important
to the fest.
"There's Liv Ullmann, the
great actress who's been in
[lngmar] Bergman films, presenting her film Sofie that she
directed," Gramates said. "And
we have Martin Scorsese's film
that was a world premiere here
in 1968-Who's that Knocking
At My Door-Roger Ebert wi ll
be presenting that film. Volker
Schlondorff is going to be presenting his fi lm Circle of
Deceit-he's probably most
known for The Tin Drum."
The film festival has grown in
recent years and this year's is
even bigger. Film lovers are
expected to turn out en masse
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to revel in the wonder of cinema and be exposed to
things not available anywhere else. The steadily
increasing audience of the
Chicago International Film
Festival goes to show just
how many people agree.
"Perhaps around 2000
and definitely in 2001, I
think we really turned a
corner, especially after
9/ 11 ," Gramates said. "I
think a lot of people really
wanted to come out and be a
part of a community and hear
and see other people's viewpoints; and go to different G:ultures; and realize that there's
more than just what's outside
our door. In general, we've
seen an increase and people
just seem a little more curious
and a little more conscious that
there's other stories and viewpoints and wanting. to experience it."
Watching films find an audience is part of the enjoyment
of the festival, Gramates said.

"It's always a great
pleasure to see audiences
come out and embrace particular films-films that you may
not have even expected an
audience to find, whether it's a
small film from a first-time
director from a country that
you may not think people
would be so interested in,"
Gramates said.
For more information and a
complete schedule of the 40th
Anniversary
Chicago
International Film Festival,
check out www.chicagofilmfes. tival.org.

And now for a festival sneak peek...
Around the Bend
Christopher Walken is the man, and any film starring him just has to be good. (Come on, Wayne 's
World 2 was good for its time.) Just look at his cold, mysterious stare and you will be instantaneously captured. It also helps that this new film, directed by Jordan Roberts, is a heartwarming, humorous rollercoaster of wit and wisdom about four generations of related men. Better yet, Walken himself will appear after the Oct. 9 screening of the film at Northwestern's Thorne Auditorium, 375 E.
Ave., to discuss his new role.

Finding Never/and
This long-awaited Oct. 14 premiere shows Johnny Depp sporting yet another bandanna-this time
as Peter Pan author James Barrie, who gets sucked into his own imaginative Neverland (Don't
worry, Michael Jackson's nowhere in sight). Kate Winslet and Dustin Hoffman co-star in the film
directed by Monster's Ball genius Marc Forster.
~~,.,...,~~~

Lipstick & Dynamite, Piss &
Vinegar: The First Ladies of
Wrestling
Aside from having the coolest
title, this film by Chicagoan
Ruth Leitman is one of the
most off-the-wall documentaries. Forget the WWE's China-these "girl
wrestlers" of the '40s and '50s are the real deal.
They weren't concerned with their make-up and
flashy costumes, and didn't mind breaking some
bones or losing teeth. Lipstick & Dynamite piledrives into the fest Oct. 10 and 19.
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Green Day presents 'Idiot'
New release from '90s punk trio in form of a punk opera
By Scott Carlson/News Editor
lfs taken them 10 years, but Green Day is no
longer the Pack of snotty punks they were in
1994. Now they're a pack of mature snotty punks
with a rock opera.
American Idiot the band's latest album, details
the story of a character krlowi16nly as the '!Jesus
of .
Suburbia."
Throughout the
course of the
album, "Jesus''
falls in love withand lose~is
p e rf e c t girl,
"Whatsername."
He befriendsand · loses--the
coolest of the cool,
"Saint
Jimmy."
And he eventually
accepts
the
responsibility of
growing up in a
paranoid, post9/11 America.
Thafs about as
complicated as
American Idiot
gets.
Looking for a
compelling story
in your rock
opera? Go buy
The Who's Tommy. Want drama? Look no further than Pink Royd's The Wall American Idiot is
ne~her, and thankfully so.
The more popular rock·operas have a hab~ of
being so conqemed ~ a theme that they
se~-indulgent, which -habmly shows
through ~ songs, even ~only one or two reoeive
major radio play. "Another Brick ip the Wall Part
2" is so inescapably attached to the rest of The
Wall that playing the one song requires another
song to introduce ~The brilliance of Green Day's rock opera is that
~ parts work by themselves and as a whole
("Jesus of Suburbia" and "Homecoming''...:....two
utterly maudlin songs are each broken into five
sub-songs). The rest of the album is simply a collection of tight, catchy Green Day songs that
stand alone qu~e nicely when taken out of con-

beoorne

text, and have a deeper meaning when played in
sequence.
Of course, none of this should come as a surprise. In fact, by now it's expected. Warning, the
band;s grossly underrated 2000 effort, took the
band in a dramatic artistic direction-scrapping
the sloppy
punk
rock
that
comprised their
first
three
albums
in
exchange for
superb songwming and a
sound reminiscent
of
what
The
Kinks or The
Hollies might
have sounded like ~ they"
collaborated
~ith
The
Ramones.
American
Idiot is the
logical extension
of
Warningm a I u re,
smart, and
above all full of strong material--ifs qu~e a step
forward in the band's development.
Suffice to say, had the 1994 Green Day that
released Dookie tried to record American Idiot, ~
would have been a disaster, or chaos--and nat
that fun, Frank lappa-kind 0! chaos. lfs also hard
to say whether that Green Day would have
ended up w~ the same conclusion the new one
has--Idiot ends w~ the line: "If memory seNes
me right, I'll never tum back time." It may have
happened, but it's doubtful.
Green Day has had over a decade (yes, it's
been that long) to think about themselves and
their lives, and it's pretty obvious most of it went
into Idiot. If the "Jesus of Suburbia" can
grow up, so can the guys who recorded the
songs "Brain Stew" and "409 in the
Coffeemaker."

Phoenix rises from the ashes
Joaquin Phoenix and John Travolta star in 'Ladder 49'
By Roger Moore!The O rlando Sentinel
Ladder 49 is a solid, old-fashioned firefighting
melodrama. lfs a string of sentimental snapshots of a firefighter's l~e told in flashback as he
and his crew fight for his l~e in a towering inferno where he has been trapped.
Every cliche in every movie or TV show about
firemen is recycled here, but often to pleasant
effect. A comfortable leading-man tum by
Joaquin Phoenix, a professional supporting performance by John Travolta and a knowing way
with the fires themselves donlmake for cuttingedge drama. But~ makes a nice counter-balance to the edgier, more corrosive R-rated fireman's soap opera "Rescue Me," now showing
onFX.
Phoenix's character, Jack Morrison, takes a
tumble in a grain elevator fire in Baltimore. As
firemen led by the Chief, Travolta, struggle to find
him and cut him free, they recall his career as a
fireman.
The rookie hazing {led by veteran Robert
Patrick), the smooth "I'm a firefighter" pick-up of
Ms. Right (Jacinda Barrett) in the local supermarket, the growing family, the changing nature
of the job and Jack's brushes ~ terror and
death are recounted in flashbacks. The blaze
that has Jack trapped is impressive enough, but

the flashbacks take away any sense of urgency
about his fate. And the smoothed-over frictions
in the family and .the firehouse suck most of the
drama out of this.
Director Jay Russell is the son of a firefighter
and a specialist in sentiment (My Dog Skip and
Tuck Everlasvngwere his). He has a reverence
for the subject that pretty much precludes the
film showing us anything new, from the comer
hang-out Irish bar to the growing, boisterous
family. Brave men are hurt, brave men die, and
then we go to their funerals.
The technical stuff, procedures followed, and
pecking order on the trucks and at the fires
seem spot on. But there is I~ here to tell us
why any of these guys do what they do: "go into
burning buildings when everybocly else is running out." Phoenix has a scene or two suggesting that he gets a rush from "helping people,"
but nothing more.
·
Ladder 49 is, as ~ Disney lineage suggests,
a firefighting movie thafs family friendly. Treated
as a IT10'iie you can take your kids to, ~ sense
of routine heroism, the reassuring continuity
of people who show up for work and save
us when we need saving, is its greatest
asset.
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HotHouse exposed to the 'elements'
Monthly event aims to re-unite hip-hop culture and music
By Todd Burbo/ Assistant A&E Editor
Hip-hop was on Columbia's
doorstep Sept. 28,
in th e
form of "Element," a monthly
gathering to re-unite all
aspects of the culture. While
the image of the rapper and
the OJ rema in prominent in
today's media, the graffiti
artist and the break dancer
(once considered as important as the musicians) have
taken a backseat due to a
music industry that's unsure
how to market them, and
therefore profit from them.
Quadraphonics, a collaboration of Chicago hip-hop talent,
is looking to change all that
and bring the fun back to hiphop.
"We're about keeping a constant beat, making sure people have a good time," said
Genghiswon, one of the
group's five members. "We
throw parties. not shows. A
party is always associated
with a good time. At a show,
only the performers are
involved . At a party, every- P===:==::::;:=;=:~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
one's involved, and that's
what we want."
The rest of the crew comprises Madadam. Scientifik,
Intel. .. , and Mars. All are
active in every aspect of the
culture, from DJ-ing and rapping to break dancing and
writing graffiti. In an attempt to
restore hip-hop to its roots,
Quadraphonics enlists similar
crews from across Chicago,
creating a diverse show that
includes human beatboxing,
battle DJs and rappers, all
performing in front of projected images of graffiti and stu- Clockwise from top left: Animal Crackers drop jaws with
dio art. Showcased this month sound: break dancers keep things moving; MC Wunder Wie shows
was artist Chris Silva.
the crowd a good time: and show promoter Madadam {bottom left)
Jam One, a human beat- provides the cuts for Wes Restless.
boxer, started the show with
cult goal when your song is an scratch band from
some
impressive
verb al anthem about dnnking and
Cincinnati. With each memscratching and incredibly
the bar is serving $2.50 pints. ber controlling a different texauthen tic speed changes in
A high point of the perform- ture or sound on one of six
his beats, wh ich were proance came when guest MC turntables, they managed to
duced with nothing but his
Wunder Wie joined Wes layer individual rhythms
vocal chords. He also kept the
o nstage for a last-minute through scratching , creating
crowd entertained by lacing
catchy
summer beats that had the crowd's
his beat with a Britney
jam.
heads bouncing. If you've
Spears chorus, also
For aspiring never
witsung by him-a
DJs,
the nessed such a
feat that was
highligh t of group, you're
both funny
the evening really missing
<md impreswas the per- out.
sive.
formance by
Despite the
Following
An i m a I abundance of
Jam
One
Crackers,
a talent onstage,
was
Wes
five-man what
really
Restless
tu rntab- made the event
(part of the
1 is t stand out was
Dynamic
the
crowd.
Vibrations
Quadraphonics
Crew). who held
created a vibe
a decent melody
that made it
in his choruses,
honestly
feel
which he sang
like all the peohimself.
His
ple in the joint were friends .
humorous lyrics
Wherever you looked, people
al so managed to
were giving pounds or hugs,
get the crowd
and all of them had a
involved,
smile on th eir faces.
although
that
HotHouse was a
may not be the
perfect
most diffivenue for thi s
The
event.

dance floor is big, and there
are plenty of plush booths and
tables, allowing friends to ch ill
and converse while watching
the show.
If you missed out, don't
sweat it. Quadraphonics will
be bringing the party back to
the HotHouse the fourth

Tuesday
each month,
with varying
lineups that
h i·g h li ght
alterna ting
hip-hop
from
ac ro ss
Chicago. Oh,
and · if you
want to look
fly when you get there, check
out Phonics (at North and
Western avenues), a store
opened by members of the
crew to support the local hiphop movement.
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Application to save money on furnishing
your college crib
SVE02 234658-04 Form Approved by IKEA

I
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tKIA SCHAUMBURG: Norlh ol Woodfield Molll847] 969.9700
M <m-Thur': 10om-9pm, Fri: 10om-10pm, Sot: 9om- 10pm,

Sun: 10om- 8pm

www.ikeofinoncioloid.com

WARNING: Any person who knowing ly does not use IKEA to furnish their dorm room is sub ject to
high prices or really bad mil k cra te and cinder block furniture .
PlEASE PRINT NEATlY OR TYPE. COMPARE PRICES CAREfUllY

APPLICANT {to be completed by furniture-less student)
Last name: ......................._._
Sex:

C::J MALE

~:~! FEMALE

.............._____ .........._ .. First name: ..............._._..............................................- ......... Ml:
Expected graduation date:

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
20 10 20 11 201 2 20 13 20 14 20 1s

Age: ....

Dorm room: ...................... sq/ft

Window: [ ] YES

C:! NO

(ci rcl e one) 20 16 2017 201 8 20 19 20 20 202 1

FURNITURE

IKEA price

furniture

YOU SAVE

Lounging/Entertaining
1. Did you choose this school based on an adva ntageous mole to female ratio?
2. Does your school rank in the "party school " top ten?
3 . Do you like experimenting with new th ings?

[] YES [] N O
D YES 0 N O
[] YE S LJ NO

L~ ..:$199

$4 66.63

If you answered YES o n the previous questio ns, see below:
If you answered NO, you might need a change of sc enery, see below:

KLIPPAN sofa

[ ~ ] $4.99

$114.99

M0RKER lamp

i

$ 4 6 . 63

i [3 1$19.99
KIMME chair

$31.65

!4!$3.99
GRANAT cushion
(each)

$71.98

15!$4.99
MARIENTA Rl/TA
RAG rug

$369.33

[61$59
ROBIN drawe rs

Cramming
1. Does studyi ng cut i nto your talking-to-people time?
2 . Do you practice a discriminating highlighting technique?
3 . Do you heart studying?

[ ] YES [J N O
D YES D NO
DYES D NO

$ 2 06.33

If you answered YES to the questions above, see below:
If you answered NO, for your parents sake, see below :

[i] $29.99
KRISTER desk

$146.31

0 $29.99

KILBY bookca1e

$149.66

[~] $29.99
TRAKTOR slool

$ 2 6.98

0 $9.99

PYlE 1torage

Total savings
Enter to win an IKEA $1000 Furniture Scholarship
Fill out the schol·arship appl ica tion at ikeafinancialaid.com, print i t out and bring it to the store. Don't be
surprised if you w i n furniture that will dress up your dorm lor as long as your expected g raduation dote.

IKEAnomics
Cool furnitu re costs you less money, there by leaving you with excess cosh (Cheddar, co ke, c. r. e.o.m., dead
presi dents, etc.). More cosh that you con spend on on ice cream float with friends. And some pizza. And
chicken wings. And a burrito as big as your head . After that you con go lie down on some of that cool furniture
that saved you all that money.

'

''
'

''

Promissory Note
Promise to save: I promise to save money by going to the nearest IKEA store to buy my furniture. Al l savings
und er the terms of this N ote, p lus any other savings that may occur with IKEA merchandi se not mentio ned on
this Note m~y increase my ability to do things othertho n sit i n my dorm and stare at the'(windowless) ':"a ll.
IKEA furntsh mgs may prov tde leftover money for a tnp to the movtes or th e obltgotory co llege tattoo . Fodure
to shop a t IKEA stores may reduce frequency of these or similar extracurricular activities. I und erstand that
I may cancel o r reduce the size of the savings I receive at any time, by choos ing not to go to IKEA stores.
My signature certifies that I hove read , understood a nd agreed that IKEA stores o re my best bet for saving

'
money on col lege cri b furnishings.
''
''
''
'
''' !··-·--··-·--·-- - ··- ······---····--- -- ..-------·--·-·- - - -- - - -------····-···-··-··--·-------·-------- -I

: : Signature of Financially Educated Student

t

! ;

Do te (MM/ DD/YY)

See store for official rule,. No purchase neceuory for entry. While supplie' lost. Some products require oue mbly.
0 Inter IKEA Syitems B.V. 2004. VIs it us online ot www.ikeofinoncialoid.com

For a better life at college, visit
ik eafinancialaid.cam

DO NOT WRITE. OFFICE USE ONLY.
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it's only fiction
BY ADAM J. FERtNGTON

I

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

tyrofoam and gasoline . Th1s
1s the best way to make
napalm .
and
Chuck
Palahn1uk knows 1t. "It's
funny," he says "We JUSt forget that
there's so much JOY 1n the destruction of things."
To create an effective m1xture.
you pour a gallon of gasoline into a
non -porous con tain er and feed
Styrofoam into it wh1le stirnng . It
gels in stage s; the bottom first, with
the middle and f1n ally the top fo llowing after abou t an hour of conti nuous mixing . When it's done it
resembles a stinking tub of viscous
goo that can burn flesh down to the
bone in less than five seconds.
Smear the flammable Vaseline onto
your intended target and tap it with

by read1ng his bnlliantly grotesque
story Guts. And it rubs some people
the wrong way.
For his Sept. 28 reading m
Chicago at the Harold Washington
Library, Chuck sent a "secret box·
ahead of time, with the order that it
wasn 't to be opened until he went
on stage.
" It's full of real istic looking severed limbs," he exclaims gleefully.
"Whenever someone gets a trivia
question right, I toss it down into the
audience." The event representative fo r the library scowls and flares
her nostrils as if someone has
smeared fresh dog shit on her
upper lip. "We can't really have you ,
ahem, throwing severed limbs from

a time delay wick.
My brother and I freeze the tub in
the snow with a firework fu se
ingrained until it's solid. The
Icelandic have a word for this: "hugtakasafn," fire within the ice . We set
it underneath a length of collapsed
trees at the edge of the forest, 50
feet of palsied limbs that point at
the setting January sun . I watch as
the wick sneers its way down , and
the whole treeline goes up like the
walls of Jericho . burning in the
dusk, and it's the most beautiful
thing I've ever seen.
Fire has taken my eyebrows
numerous times. as well as a bit of
my skin , but it still doesn't scare
me . Only words do. Open a book
and you put yourself in front of a firing squad, blindfolded with a cigarette dangling from your lips. Chuck
knows this; it's why his publisher
made him change all the recipes in
Fight Club . It's why Hollywood
refuses to make his novel Survivor
into a feature-length film even after
purchasing the rights. It's why people will wait for hours in appalling
weather and inhumane conditions
just to shake his hand and have him
sign books. Chuck has become
infamous for his behavior during
appearances; he throws fake vomit
on the auc:. -~e and sees how
many people he c.1n get to pass out

stage at people," she says. Chuck
looks
incredulous.
"They're
squishy," he says . The scowl
remains. "We still can 't have you
throwing things from stage ," she
sniffs. "I can courier them to the
audience if you like." Chuck looks
like he's winding up for an argument, before shrugging his shou lders in a show of defeat. "Sure ,
we'll figure something out," he says ,
but there 's a spark in the corner of
his eye that I catch , and I have to
hide a smile .
True to form, Chuck g oes on
stage in his best show of button
down re spectabi lity, but by the end
he's used the audience as kindling
for a full-blown conflagration of mischief. As he prepares to disperse
the last severed limb of the
evening , he smiles and announces
his intent to make this one particularly difficult for "What's her name ."
Then he points smack dab, right
into the middle of the crowd of 600
people.
Most writers have .__ _ 1
a blanketing effect on
the aud ien ce , a cultural effect
where everyone takes away the
same message. Chuck's writing
.......................~=
logarithmic; a base result _ _ , ....
that's raised and multiplied by each reader's experiences.
His minimalist prose , bare- boned

S

and v1sceral. g1ves a phantom tic
between each word that lets every
participant's ghosts creep to the
surface.
Chuck knows about ghosts .
Though you'll rarely hear him speak
of it directly. his own life has been
touched by more heartbreak than
most people will ever encounter.
His grandfather murdered his wife
before turning a gun on himself.
Chuck has said his lather's first
memory was of hiding underneath a
bed , nose inches away from his
own father's boots as he looked for
another target.
In 1999, Chuck's lather and his
girlfriend were both shot to death by
her ex-husband who , despite having an unrepentant violent history,
was released from jail. He is currentl y on death row in Idaho at
Chuck's behest, a fact that Chuck is
vehement about, although he has
said that "He'll probably die after I
die ."
When I first talk to Chuck on the
phone at his home he doesn't pull
any punches with his words, no
fal se sense of importance or air of
pretension ; even over the vaporous
hum of telephone wires , the indistinct crackle doesn't distort the cla rity of his s incerity and character, a
dichotomy with the purpose of a
builder, a creator who love s his creation.
His latest book, Diary, is the harried and increasingly morbid narrati ve of a painter on a small island
whose husband is in a coma after a
failed suicide attempt. The progression of events manifest themselves
through a "coma diary" she keeps
by his bedside . Each entry building
eerily on itself as the boundaries of
both the island and her own past
metamorphose into something outside of her control. Hers is a monologue of loss and sadness , built out
of dust and bones.
To hear him explain the book
makes it seem like the most normal
thing in the world . "A sense of
asceticism , of not being a slave to
the preservation to your body, but
using your body as a vehicle or a
tool for a physical route to enlightenment," he says.
And people get it. From the very
beginn ing- whether
it's
the
primeval impact of Fight Club, the
horrific escape from flesh in
Invisible Monsters or picking over
the bones of the past to build a

• •

better future in Otsry-it has
become gospel lor many.
At the signing. the line IS wrapped
twice over like a serpent consum1ng
1ts own tail. to where Chuck is sitting . Eager people . some of them
nearly manic. show Chuck their
own scars and tattoos. share their
own stones and give him odd little
gifts.
Between his first signing of the
evening and his appearance on
stage. he takes me down through
the
bowels
of
the
Harold
Washington Library for a moment of
respite and a few photographs.
"I was in Lansing , Mich., last
night," he says as he trudges wearily down the hallway, "and a couple
guys came up to me and told me
about how their friend is in intensive
care from a car crash. So I went
over to the hospital and ended up
talking to him until about three in
the morning. A really nice guy, but ,"
he pounds a closed fist against his
chest, "just absolutely heartbreaking ." This is Chuck at his most
naked: playing the straight man in
the button down white shirt, his
eyes preserving everything like an
insect in amber.
I give him my gift, a dragonfly in a
Tupperware container-4 inches of
brilliant emerald and sapphire-and
its primordial eyes sta re back
fiercely at Chuck's puppy browns
and he sm iles. "Let him out with my
blessing," he says, and I nod . The
creature is a survivor; it should not
be forced into a prison against its
will.
"A good story should make you
laugh, and a moment later break
your heart," Chuck wrote. This isn't
just Chuck's writing. This is Chuck:
brilliant, full of warmth one minute,
tears and heartbreak the next.
Outside, I let the dragonfly loose,
past the roar ot the crowd inside as
they finish basking in Chuck's presence, like a fire in front of the setting sun. It spirals off and is gone.
As I walk home it becomes colder,
almost as if something is following
on the heels of my shadow and
past my periphery. Later that night I
feel a fang of cold slip through my
window and hear the shudder of
wings at the door.
I don't answer.

-.
•

PHOTOGRAPHY P' . n tRESA SCARBROUGH . ARTWORK BY RYAN DUGGAN.

Chuck Palahniuk , the prolific
and somewhat controversial
author of Fight Club, Choke and
Surivor, talked to The Chronicle
about character, chemistry and
the art of language.

a guy's book because I tended to take the topic
to guys.
C: The entire story also has this aggressive philosophical shape, like Foucault with
a gun.
CP: Well it's fu nny, because I don't necessarily agree with what my characters say. But I do
think that characters should say something,
even if it's something really shrill and somethin g really bombastic or controversial. They
shouldn't just be this acting thing or this thinking thing. They should be a thing that thinks
and acts. And I think I get crucified a little bit
for thing s that my characters say, which aren't
necessarily what I believe. If you limit your
characters to just what you believe, you'd be
lucky if you got one good book out of your
whole career.
C: It's the old adage that if a writer does
his job properly you don't know what his
views are.
CP: Exactly. And interesting characters say
controversial things; they say bombastic things
that will make people take sides.

Chronicle: Well , there's that divide
between film and books. I always thought
the book had so much of its impact because
of the focus on how these men feel they've
been devalued by society, so they decide to
remake society in their own image, regardless of the consequences.
Chuck Palahniuk: Well, every single one of
my books, when I hit on a theme, I take that
theme out in public, whether it's to parties or
whatever, and I start to plant it as a topic of
conversation ... .With Fight Club I was still working at Freight Liner, so I was getting all the
mechanics, I was getting everybody around
me, which was almost entirely a male peer
group, talking about these themes, and talking
about their fathers. That's where Fight Club
came from. The book would be pretty thin if it
was just my experience or my reflection on a
theme , and that's why I try to get a huge,
almost a survey group, try to get the most
interesting and th e most compelling perspectives on each theme that I can get. With
Invisible Monsters, since it's a reverse
Cinderella story about relying on some form of
power other than your looks, I went to all the
women I know. And so Fight Club was more of

C: I read a review that compared Fight
Club to the Gnostic Gospels, which pointed
out that the characters disregard their bodies to reach a higher awareness and in the
process just beat the shit out of each other.
CP: Well, and that's the focus of it. It's also
something I've gotten back to in my new book,
Diary, ... and this sense of asceticism, of not
just being a slave to the preservation to your
body, but using your body as a vehicle or a tool
for a physical route to enlightenment, rath er
th an a mental or emotional route. Yeah, it
seems like, with extreme sports, and with piercing and with everyone talking about the endorphins of training 10 hours a day-even though
your body is flooded with free radicals and you
really destroy your joints, you're still kind of
finding this asceti c, spiritual path, or at least
seeking it out.
C: For your research on Survivor, did you
read any chemistry books, like on the
polymer compounds and petroleum
bases and how they switched over,
or did you just stick with the aesthetic progression?
CP: No, actually, I like scientific
stuff because it establishes your
authority on an intellectual

.

.•
•

••

~

•

level, what I refer to as "the head level." Plus,
those weird words slow th e reader- th at's why
I occasionally throw scientific or medical words
in, because they almost appear like poetry, or
like a foreign language; they force the reader to
stop for a moment and sub-vocalize something
that they normally wouldn't see. It acts as a
sorbet to wake their eye up.
C: A sorbet to wake the readers up, to
cleanse their palettes?
CP : Well, especially because the rest of my
prose really focuses on being so, sort of "duh,
duh, duh;" the simplest language possible.
C: The old " repetition, repetition," that's
the first thing you learn at writing workshops.
CP: Yeah , it's really based on sort of a rhetoric, because the stories get so complicated th at
I want the language to stay as simple as possible, and I really don't want to lose people,
which is why I keep the language so repetitious, so simple , and so straightforward.
C: It would derail the flow of the piece if
people had to reach for a thesaurus every
other page.
CP : In a way I understand that with minimalism, the goal is for the storyteller to really disappear, and the language has to let it be the
reader 's story-the language has to occur for
the reader to be totally into the story- and
that's why so much of my work tries to tfe so
visceral , achieving a sympathetic physical reaction with sex, or violence, or illness or accidents, so that the reader is pulled in on an
intellectual and an emotional and on a physical
level, and really is sucked into totally being that
story.
Read Adam J. Ferington's entire conve!Sation with
Chuck Palahniuk online at VMW.co/ulmbiachronicle.com
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An entirely different 'Subject'
Chicago and New York share a new magazine with a monthly theme
By Trlsh Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
Chicago and New York City
might as well be sister cities .
They share with one another
and help each other, especially in the world of journalism.
Chicago houses the Midwest
bureaus for most of New
York's publications, and that's
not only because it's a central
location; it's because it's a
happening one.
On New Years Eve 2004,
SUBJECT magazine founder
Nora O'Donnell drunkenly discussed starting up a magazine
with her two friends Sarah
Schmidt and Liz Schroeter.
Schroeter, from New York,
agreed, and the first issue of
SUBJECT magazine came out
this summer, accompanied by
a launch party at Delilah's,
2771 N. Lincoln Ave.
"It came to be over drinks,"
O'Donnell said. "Liz brings in
the advertisers and I pull frof"(l
my experience in editing. Liz
brings in all ad sales because
she actually works in record
promotions and (is] capable of
developing those re lationships. She handles that end,
the music section and the
interviews. Here in Chicago, I
do the editorial and staffing.
We all do all of the jobs; it's
just that some of us are taking
certain realms more than others. With our small staff of
people it's amazing what

we've accomplished."
Working together long distance is easy, thanks to the
Internet. "E-mail is our biggest
form of communication, and
then sometimes the phone,"
O'Donnell said. "It's designed
all electronically."
SUBJECT's second issue
will be out th is month in both
Chicago and New ' York City.
It's seasonal as of now, but the
magazine maintains a different
theme for every issue. The
debut theme was "names,"
polling friends and passers-by
about the origin and meaning
behind their monikers, as well
as keeping the theme consistent in their interviews with
bands like TV on the Radio
and Braid.
"I've always wanted to do
issues
With
a
theme,"
O'Donnell said. "[Schroeter
and Schmidt] wanted to incorporate music as well, so we
combined those two ideas. I'm
much more interested in nonmusic stuff, but we all have
mutual interests and loves.
I've always had this at the
back of my mind and then all
of us wanted to start a magazine."
The theme for the next issue
is
"Carnival,"
O'Donnell
revealed.
"Liz did
story with the
Freakatorium in New York and

a

interviewed one of the owners," O'Donnell said. 'We're
going to focus on old time carnivals,and other things that
touch on that theme. There is
also an interview with the band
Maritime. It'll be all over the
place, but it'll lightly touch on
the carnival. It's anything lighthearted and fun.
"We're open to anything ,
whatever strikes our fancyodd things."
O'Donnell is c·o -publisher
and editor of SUBJECT so she
does more directing and overseeing than actual writing. Her
editing
experience
at
Univeristy of Illinois' student
newspaper helped her to feel
comfortable in this position.
"I enjoy bringing in new people and writers and working
with them," she said. "I like
coming up with concepts and
then bringing in the writers and
letting them shine. It's a way
for us to meet people and then
give them a platform."
An advocate of giving others
their due credit, O'Donnell is
quick to mention that graphic
designer Sarah Eva Krancic
produced everything in the
magazine's _layout, complete
with full graphics over a
spread of 18 pages.
"I'd love to see SUBJECT be
a monthly glossy, eventually,"
O'Donnell said. "I don't know if

everyone else hopes to do
that, but for me this is my
dream job, so if it grows, wonderful, but if it stays like it is,

that's wonderful too. This
allows me to use skills in the
real world and prepare for a
career."
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'Fable' takes gaming to new heights
By Todd Burbo/Ass1stan t A&E Ed1tor
No one has ever played a
game like Fable. The muchanticipated
project
from
L10nhead
Studios
and
Microsoft is one of the most
unique an d innovative titles for
th e current generation of console game machines.
Watch1ng someone play the
game for a brief amount of
t1me. an audience would fail to
be 1mpressed. The graphics.
while beautiful,
have
been
seen
before. The
hack-andslash action
has definitely
been
seen
before. The
fantasy
genre? Been
seen a few
times. thanks
to a little
story called
The Lord of
the Rings.
Like every
great game,
Fable's strength is not in
graphics, soun d or style. It's
the gameplay that matters ,
and this game delivers.
Fable's impeccable battle
system is reminiscent of The
Legend of Zelda games on
Nintendo's N64, wi th buttons
tor mel ee anrl "flourish "
attacks, block. and interact
mapped to the Xbox controller 's fou r main buttons.
With the black and wh ite buttons, your character's melee
weapon can be sheathed in

exchange tor a ranged one.
The game's system allows
tor smooth , instant access to a
spell-casting menu by simply
pulling and holding down the
right trigger. This makes it
easy to simultaneously hack
your enemies to pieces and
desecrate their bodies with
explosive flame balls and electric shocks from your hand
(Star Wars style!), as well as
other devastating
magic
attacks.
The system is
easy to master
and use against
the crowds of
enemies that constantly surround
your cha racter.
Although
the
battle system is
great ,
Fable's
true innovation is
captured by its
advertising
tagline:
"For
every choice, a
co ns equence."
What this means,
exactly, is that at any given
time during the game, you are
completely free to do what you
want. Do you wa nt to help the
vi llager find his missing
daughter? Do it. and you'll
always be welcome in his
home and cheered when you
pass through his village. Not
feeling so kind? Hack the villager to death just for fun-bu t
don't be surprised when
women cry and children run at
the sight of you.
Open-ended gaming was

pion eered
by
Rockstar
Games' Grand Theft Auto
series on PlayStation 2, but
Fable takes it to the next level.
Remember: for every choi.;e,
a consequence. What they're
trying to tell you is that every
minute action your character
makes affects his reputation,
physica l appearance, and
eventually, what powers he's
capable of. Do good, and your
character will glow with a
saintly aura as women swoon
over him and men cheer his
name. Do evil, and he will
soon attract a crowd of flies,

sprout horns and be feared by
all. Earning a reputation is the
name of the game; you aren't
penalized in any way for your
morality or lack of it. By the
way, eating tofu is considered
the moral choice where your
character's diet is concerned.
Yes, the game takes it that tar.
Hardcore role-playing game
fans might complain at the
game's length-it's possible to
complete in only 16 hours.
However, there are plenty of
side quests and fun things to
do that will extend you r time
beyond that. Fable's short

length helps its replay value .
It's easy to go back and start a
new character down a different path, creating an entirely
new experience. With most
RPG s, the thought of trudging
through the endless story is
too daunting to warrant repeat
plays.
Unfortunately for PlayStation
2 owners, Fable is a Microsoft
project, and therefore an Xbox
exclusive . Fortunately, th e
console's price has dropped,
and Halo 2 is just around th e
corner with a projected Nov. 9
release date.
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Former hobbit is far from 'Lost'
KRT Wire Services
Dominic Monaghan, an actor
best known as one of the
guardians of the ring in the
Oscar-winning Lord of the
Rings movies, is on the phone
from Hawaii, where he's just
embarked on another jewelry
quest, this time searching for
earrings to send his mother for
her birthday. There doesn't
have to be anything mystical
about the earrings, but they
can't be too dangly.
Along the way, there are certainly a myriad of obstacles.
Over the course of a 25-minute
interview,
Monaghan
is
stopped repeatedly for autographs and pictures. He's also
accosted by one person who
knows the unassuming thespian looks familiar, but can't iden.tify him. Monaghan cops to
being an actor, but notes only
that he's filming "Lost" on the
island for ABC.
A minute later, the same person returns, more confident.
"Were you in that hobbit
thing?"
"Yeah, that's right, I was one
of the hobbits," Monaghan
says, only slightly drawn out. "I
was at the shop across the
street looking for earrings for
my mum, but do you know any
other craft-y shops?"
Safely away from his semifan and back on the streets,
Monaghan laughs at the
exchange.
· "I think it's the cheesiest thing
in the world to be saying 'Oh,
; I'm an actor' and for people to
• go 'Oh, yeah?' ahd for you to
say 'Yes, you may have seen
me in such fi lms as blah, blah
bl~h,"' he explains. "I help them

along the way, but at no point
do I say, 'Oh, I'm in Lord of the
Rings because that's like saying 'Oh, I'm a Los Angeles
Laker."'
As good-spirited and occasionally resourceful hobbit
Merry Brandybuck, Monaghan
was part of a trilogy that earned
billions, but also roared through
the Oscars, running the table at
this year's ceremony. In addition to coming away from the
experience with fame and adoration, Monaghan quickly discovered he had been typecast.
"Generally the more pixietype, Mogwai-kind, Furbeevariety of characters," the 26year-old says, explaining the
roles he was offered. "There's
been an assumption from a lot
of casting directors that I'm a
very sweet, cute, cuddly, nonthreatening, nonoffensive type
of person . I think generally I am
and I do have that inside me ...
but there are other things about
me that I want to show people."
For many viewers, "Lost" will
provide the first chance to see
the German-born, Briton native
outside of Middle Earth.
Monaghan plays Charlie, a
member of a once-popular rock
band that had a flourish of fame
before vanishing into obscurity.
Charlie is skittish and needy
and has a host of other problems that are either revealed in
the pilot or as the series progresses.
"He's evolving as we speak,"
says the actor, who has completed
shooting
seven
episodes of the highly secretive
series. "I'm trying to play him as
a bad good guy. I see him as

guy,
I tucked up elegot some
ments to get through."
It's almost impossible not to
read a healthy dose of
Monaghan onto his character.
Caught
up
in
the
Lord of the Rings phenomenon, but not as inextricably
linked to it as an Elijah Wood or
Viggo Mortensen, he's still trying to deal with the fact that
fans feel that it's acceptable to
come up to· him in public and
start touching him . Also,
between lengthy location
shoots for LotR in New Zealand
and his new gig in Hawaii,
Monaghan· is a used to certain
sense of dislocation.
''There's a lot of stuff that
goes on when you leave your
home," Monaghan notes with a
sigh. ''There're a lot of situations when you'd like to sit
down with people and explain

not
around or
you've not been
able·to make certain events or
birthdays. The bottom line is
that I made the decision when I
was 18 that my main drive for
the foreseeable future was
going to be my career. It's the
thing that drives me."
A veteran of British television, including the long-running
"Hetty
Wainthropp
Investigates," Monaghan initially had reservations about
returning to the small screen
and making a potentially
lengthy commitment to a
series. He quickly realized that
"Lost" creators J .J. Abrams
("Alias") and Damon
Lindelof were making
a character that
would let him stretch.
"I think we find Charlie at a
crossroads in his life and I
would like to see him struggle

be and how he's going
contribute to the group," he says.
Monaghan knows what he
contributes to the "Losr group.
With dozens of mysteries still
unresolved after the two-part
pilot, "Losf' has potential to
become a cult favorite with fans
every bit as passionate as the
devotees of Abrams' spy
drama. If that happens,
Monaghan is ready to help.
"I'm in this nice position of
being aware of it and being
able to tell some of the younger
cast members or some of the
less experienced cast members that this potentially could
be a life changing thing," he
says. "It can get very crazy very
quickly and if you don't have
your wits about you, you can
really start to get lost."
"Lost" airs Wednesdays at 7
p.m. on ABC.
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Swivel it, just a liHie bit
New women's magazine filling literary gap
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor

Dave Egger's magazine,
McSweeney's, is chock-full of
hilarious writing-there's no
doubt about H. But not a
whole lot of the humor writers
featured
are
women.
Brangien Davis of Seattle
noticed this too, and decided
11 was time to swivel-that is,
to start her own women's
humor magazine called
Swivel: The Nexus of Women
and Wit.
'"I ~ot the idea about a year
ago,' said Davis, a writer for
the Seattle Times, Wired and
the Village Voice. '"I don't
know exactly why it came to
me. I read a lot of literary
magazines and I'm always
looking for a place to send my
stories. And it just didn't seem
like there was any place that
really featured a lot · of
women's humor writing. I
mean, there are women's literary magazines out there,
obviously, but a lot of them
are very serious or depressing-<>r outright angry. I just
didn't feel like that was a right
fit.'"
Davis said that while magazines like McSweeney's feature great humor writing, they
"usually feature guys."
"It just didn't seem like
humorous writing by women
was a real priority in anything
that I was finding," she said.
"So I was kind of complaining
about that for a while and
thought maybe it was time to
stop complaining and do
something about it." And so
became Swivel, a literary
magazine that not only lea-

lures hilarious stories by
women from all over-but the
name alone is loaded with
fun.
In Swivel's current (and
first) issue, Davis explains the
name in her letter from the
editor: "Swivel evokes hips,
which for women are an
emblem of sex appeal, selfdeprecation, and offspring (all
fodder for amusement). In this
literary magazine, the word
also refers to the woman
writer's ability to take a mundane, stressful, or tragic situation and swivel around to see
it from a different perspective- one that reveals its
essential humor."
When Davis first decided to
do Swivel, she realized she
would need submissions. So
she .went to her computer and
sent out an e-mail about her
literary plan to everyone she
knew.
"And, of course, since . it's
the Internet, it got forwarded
everywhere," she said. "I
received over 200 submissions from all over and just
sort of plowed through those."
She enlisted a reading
committee of women writer
friends who helped choose
what to include.
Others
writers
were
requested.
"People like Aimee Bender
[author of The Girl in the
Flammable Skirt and An
Invisible Sign of My Own] and
Lauren Weedman [a former
featured correspondent on
'The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart'], I _just sort of cold

called, or cold e-mailed, and
asked if they'd be interested,"
Davis said. ''They were, which
was great."
The staggering amount of
submissions to Swivel, Davis
said, just goes to show that
there was a need for something like this. "I heard from so
many people, even those who
didn't send a submission, who
said, 'I'm so ()lad you're doing
this' or 'This 1s so great'-that
they'd been looking for something like this."
EncompassiniJ
fiction,
com1cs, memo1rs, essays,
poetry and photography,
Swivel's writers run the
gamut. Also featured is
fou nder of Chicago's Baby
Wants Candy improv group,
Ali Davis, who's perhaps best
known for her online journal
"True Porn Clerk Stories,"
and Tami Saghar, a "Mad TV"
writer.
These days, Brangien
Davis is swiveling again, getting ready for the second
issue. As she makes her living
as a journalist, Swivel is a
"labor of love" for Davis that
will only be published biannually-"unless there's a rich
lady out there who wants to
pay for printing," Davis joked.
In Chicago, Swivel is available at Quimby's Bookstore;
as Davis said, '1otally indie
distribution."
For more information on
submitting to or ordering the
magazine, visit www.swivelmag.com.

'Fight Club'- the game?
By Todd Burbo/Asslstant A&E E<!itor

When Chuck Palahniuk's 1996
novel F"~ght Club was adapted to
film by director David Fincher, it
brought the author's work to an
entirely new audience and cemented his status as a powerful figure in
modem literature. In the five years
since Fight Clutis film debut, the
fans have remained loyal, and new
fans too young to catch the movie's
theater run have been brought into
the fold by an excellent DVD
release of the movie. Fight Club
has since attained a cult status
equal to that of the Monty
Python films.
With such a persistent
following, it's incredible
that the film wasn't
licensed for other
media tie-ins years
ago. This month,
Vivendi
Universal
Games looks to finally
fill the gap with a
video~Jame version.
Wh1le Palahniuk would
probably be disappointed to find his
fans on the couch playing
videogames day after day, he
would doubtlessly· praise the
game's aesthetic, which attempts to
rise above other fighting titles with
sheer brutality and grit. The game
publisher's description of the project is littered with adjectives such
as "extreme," "shocking" and "visceral"-bold comments for a game
that shares ·a genre with Mortal
Kombat.
While controversy has long been
used to sell products, Fight Clutis
more shocking aspeCts are at least
original for a. videogame. Players
are able to unleash an array of
"untraditional" fighting moves, such
as kicks to the groin. The game also
features an innovative damage system in which game play is affected

by irijuries players receive throu9h·
out a fight. Such· injuries are infliCted in a stylish way-as the blow is
received, the game's camera will
zoom in and X-ray the victim, providing visuals of bones shattering,
teeth dislodging, and other not-solovely events.
Graphically, the game seems to
be a few steps behind genre lead·
ers such as the latest Tekken or
Soul Calibur titles. Licensed characters from the movie ~re certainly
recognizable, as are their mannerisms, but their tex.tured movements look unp61ished when
ompared to the characters of the aforementioned games.
Fights take place in
interactive
environments,
recognizable
from the film that allow
players to smash their
opponent's head through
car windows, or off whatever otlject Is handy. Players can
also be thrown through windows
and doorways, which lead to new
areas. This feature, while certainly
interesting, is n•>thing new and
tends to add very little to strategy or
game play.
The game's strength will most
likely be· found in its online play,
which allows players to form their
own fight clubs and challenge people from across the globe.
the
Not
surprisingly, ,
Ent~rtainment . Soft\jl~re Rating
Board gave Fight.C(uba mature (17
and up) rating, for "blood, intense
violence, and graphic language."
Naturally, that will make kids all
over the-country eager to get thai
hands on the game. Their young,
impressionable minds will be sated
when the game is released for
·
Xbox and PlayStation2.

Home of the

Famous Hackneyburger since 1939.
Open 7 days a week for lunch & dinner; breakfast on weekends.

Some .
. experiences

COl\IIE IN FOR OUR
DAILY SPECIALS

don't belong on

your resume

nauau,

733 S. Dearborn (at Polk). (312) 461-11 16

your
t;rip
now!
SubJect to change

and ava1lab•hty.
Taxes and other
app licable fees not
:ncluded. Fares
include roundtr1p

a•rfaro from Chicago.
Pnces arc based on
quad occupancy.

429 S Dearborn St.

(312)766.9050
1160 North State St.

(312)951.0565

Bahama1

$629

,. 7 nights at the Colony Club
Resort

montego Bay, Jamaica $639
,. 7 nights at Doctors Cave
Beach Hotel

faarbado1

$769

I ,. 7 nights at Caribbee Beach

'itjTRAVEL I

Iwww.statravel.com I
~
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Crossword

IA I& IEI

JBC/1855 OF the 1118811

ACROSS
Spanish article
Tie-up
Traveling case
Yodeler's peak
Dos Passes
trilogy
t 6 More likely to

By Jene Shaw/Copy Editor

1
4
7
t4
t5

ooze

t7 Baseball stat
t8 Brooch
19 Convert1ng
device
20 Staying current
23 Sniggler's prey
24 Drug-induced
sleep
25 Picnic visitor
27 Guys
28 Female
protagonists
33 Dawn lawn layer
36 Of citing
38 Important times
40 Part of APB
41 Beige shade
42 Ones who strike
in passing
4 7 Blighted tree
48 Antarctic
geographic
feature
7 Hurry-up letters
49 Part ol TG IF
8 Mack or Koppel
51 Hanoi holiday
9 Chamomile drink
52 Poorly matched
10 Hunger
57 Church area
11 Quote as an
60 Hematic
example
grouping
12 Part of a shoe
61 Musical repeat
13 Goofs up
64 Inc. in Britain
21 Ms. Dawber
65 Luau fare
22 Disobliging
66 Monitored the
25 Is for several?
course of
26 Negative prefix
67 Had dinner
29 First name in
68 Tenth mo.
mysteries
69 Wall and Basin
30 French city
70 Doze
3t Noble title
71 Timid
32 Urban bl1ght
33 Lucy's love
DOWN
34 _the Red
1 Escapades
35 Slugger Boggs
2 "A Delicate
37 Flunk
Balance·
39 One-quarter
playwright
denarius
3 Workeo
43 Thar _ blows'
·undercover
44 Drenched
4 Largest planet
45 Italian rice d1sh
5 Ul1erly stupid
46 Nodular
6 Tropical fruit
50 Gain a lap

Solutions

..

A H S
a a N.
l ::> 0
3 l
I 0 d
a .l 1 .
A
l
3 d
a o 0 1
a 3 1 1 n s Nn
~
• s .l I
V-1 , 3
s ~ 3 d
1 1
n ~ ::> 3
, v I l N 3 ~ 3
s 3 N I 0 ~ 3 H
l N V
N
s 1 3 3
d n
~ 3 l
d v a v
~ 3 I d 3 3 s
3 H ::> v l l v

••

53 Pitcher Ryan
54 Manuscript
errors
55 Long period
56 Supernatural
being
57 Dance, film, etc.

s
a

l 3 3
3 ~ ::>
3 s I ~
8
3
l 3 .l
1 3 H s
IM s 3

3
N
0 I
!> N
N I

~·

3 V-1
l v a 3 s
I d 3 3 ~
d
I 8 ~
n d 1 v

v s
v r

v-~

3 :) I
1 s
~ 3
M 3 a

a
s ...

v
~

~ l s
... ~ l
d 3 ~
s d ...

Our (least) favorite hotel heiress has
done it again. Just when we think we can
rid ourselves of Paris Hilton's ridiculousness-after "The Simple life" was over, or
after her sister got hitched
to some random bald guy,
or even after her beyond·
ludicrous "memoir" hit
bookshelves-yet another
sex tape surfaces.
London's News of the
World got ahold of another
sex· tape, showing Hilton in
the back seat of a car with
former Backstreet Boy (and
boyfriend) Nick Carter, as
well as a second scene
where she answers the
door naked-oh, except for
that "pore strip" on her
nose-for Tommy Hilfiger
model Jason Shaw. In
another scene, Hilton smokes a joint,
announcing, "Paris Hilton, part two: How to
roll a joint!"

s v ,

58 Jaunty
59 Warm up with
gloves
60 Flower plots
62 ETO
commander
63 Ready to go

But worst of all may be the portion of the
tape where Hilton calls two men "dumb
n....... Star magazine first uncovered this
incident, claiming Hilton spoke politely to
two gentlemen who asked her
to model their fashion line.
before her cruel name-calling.
The 11 minutes of tape was
derived from 12 hours of
footage and reportedly stolen
from Hilton's home in August.
Hilton spokesman Elliot Mintz
told the British paper that a
professional crew of robbers
took more than $100,000
worth of items from the
Hollywood Hills home.
Mintz said Hilton's legal
team
will
sue
anyone
attempting to publicize the
tapes, and claims the LAPD
is vigorously investigating the
thieves.
Thank you, Paris, for entertaining us as
this week's jackass. We're sure it won't be
the last time.

11188111¥ IIISb: LfqUfd9eneratlon: good, dirtY Fun
This week's website
award goes to the creators
of liquidgeneration.com.
This well designed smartassed site is stocked with
risque and intelligent content.
Side games like
Who's Boobs? And Who'd
You Rather? appeal to our
innate pervertedness, but

it's the Suck My News with
Phillip Norris that makes
this site sparkle.
This minute-long flash
animation news cast pokes
fun at current events, a Ia
Daily
Show."
"The
However, the Federal
Communications
Commission does not gov-

ern the site so the commentary goes a little over
the top, with Norris spouting off headlines such as
"Tom Cruise is gay" and
"Bush loves his crack
cocaine." For a good mix
of perversion and punch
lines check out liquidgeneration.com.

wwW.I iqu idgeneration .com

WHE'N YOU'RE' A MAN OF FE'W
WORDS, YOU ONt.Y NE'E'D SE'VE'N
OF n.lf'M TO PRODUCE' A SOt.ID
=r-----t:.t
IE'ACHE'R E'VAL.UAi!ON.

If YOU WANT TO GIVE HIM
MORE', SC01T, nlEN USE YOUR
CR&AriV& WRir!NG 5K!t./..S
AND PUT DOWN SOMEnliNG
nlAT COULD HAVE COME FROM
OUiiA MY MOUn.l, OKAY?

NEXT, THE MOST
IMPORT ANT TOOL.
TO A CAilTOONIST .
WITHOUT THIS, HE
WOUL.O NEVE~ BE
ABLE TO GET
TH~OUGH ALL. THOSE
L.ONEL.Y NIGHTS.

THE FASHIONABLE HAl~ PIECE G~EAT FO~ COVE~ING UP THAT
MALE PATTE~N BAL.ONESS.

L.ASTL.Y, THE IOEA FACrO~.
THIS B~AINT'INST IS WHE~E AL.L.
THE ~EATIVE FO~CE BEGINS.

NO UNEXPECTED COSTS
(THAT'S WHAT YOUR FIRST CAR lS FOR)

Dependable service. Simple plans. That's what we're for.

$2 0 ft~t~e

first 6 months,
$39.95 thereafter)

Call and Text Plan
•
•
•
•

1 000 Anytime Minutes
Unlimited Call Me Minutes
FREE Incoming Text Messages
250 Text Messages a month
FREE for 2 months

Ask about Nights & Weekends
starting at 7 p.m.
Limited time offer.

f< US. Cellular
1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM

National News

Let's talk about sex
0 Writers are happy to give explicit advice
By Dana Hull
Knight Ridder Ne~>Spapers WJH)

File
Consumer Advocate and Presidential candidate Ralph Nader Speaks at Columbia on April 16, 2004

Nader determined to run entire race
0

Nader unbowed by shortage of funds, media coverage

grounds included in his recent
three-day Midwest tour, are also
on that list.
While he was not in the
MADISON, Wis. -As he debate last week in Coral
bounces between college cam- Gables, Fla., Nader wasn't be far
puses, few signs or banners greet away. He planned to campaign
him. The network cameras are throughout Florida and near the
strangers. Copies of his book Sept. 30 debate site.
sometimes arrive late, just like
Unlike third-party candidate
the candidate, who flies coach Ross Perot, who participated in
and travels in a motorcade of the 1992 presidential debates,
Nader has not gathered enough
support in national polls to be on
the debate stage, which also was
the case in 2000.
But his poll standing doesn't
keep Nader, 70, from hammering
at his opponents. He repeatedly
•.,_
calls the Democratic Party "stuarp; ,oft~n _randomly thrown pid" for not doing more to differtogether.
~
.
entiate
itself
from
the
But . Jgg~iHII challenges Republican Party, just as he
aside,
toJ!Iling the ?- preaches -the evi!S'~ o II' ''twolongtime co . );llller, advocate as party duopoly."
he attacks ·the' establishment and
With the continuing legal batpoi'trays Sen. John Kerry as a ties over ballot access, Nader
and his two or three traveling
Democrat who has lost his way.
~u need to put demands on
assistants are constantly looking
Keny,"""-~der _s!'id, surrounded . for overnight mail drop-off sites,
by a littarre ~·x_ of theater cos- notary publics and fax machines
tumes and stage props, rolls of to deal with corresponding
carpet and thick ropes. "Pull him paperwork. University campuses
to progressive"'jrositions if you are the preferred speaking stops
want him to ~in. "
for Nader, whose cash-strapped
After mostly unsuccessful campaign saves money by
efforts to block him from state avoiding the rental fees required
ballots, Democrats fear Nader 's for hotel ballrooms or other venquixotic campaign- one that ues. At the University of
will be absent from the presiden- Wisconsin, he attracted an auditial debates-<:ould yet again ence of 1,300, including
upend the election.
Maureen Clark.
In national.polls, Nader's sup"It's a stand for certain principort ranges between I percent pies that aren't addressed,"
and 5 percent. But in battle- explains Clark, 28, who voted
ground states such as Wisconsin, for Nader in 2000 and is consid.a place with a long tradition of ering him again.
progressive politics, even I perDespite friendly audiences,
cent could make a big difference. Nader rarely flashes a smile or
With Nader receiving 4 per- gives any outward sense that he
cent .in one recent Wisconsin enjoys his crusade. That may
poll, Kerry and President Bush have something to do with the
are waging an intense battle for comforts of his travel, an entirethe state's 10 electoral votes. ly different experience from
Bush lost the state in 2000 by those of Kerry and Bush, who
5, 708 votes, far less than I per- move under tight security and
cent.
with many creature comforts.
Nader, who gained almost 3
As in other states, Democrats
are working aggressively to keep percent of the vote in 2000 when
Nader o ff Wisconsin 's ballot. he was on the ballot in 43 states,
They filed a lawsuit against him travels by Southwest Airlines
last week, days after the state and Budget rental cars. Lodging
Elections Board decided he had is typically at a volunteer's home
met state ballot requirements.
or the nearest Hampton Inn.
On Sept. 30, the Wisconsin
At every stop, reporters ask
Supreme Court ruled that Nader him the same question he was
asked in 2000: Doesn' t your
will remain on the ballot.
Although challenges continue, presence hurt the Democrat,
Nader has secured a spot on 35 someone closer to your views
state ballots, including the cru- than Bush?
"Either we're all spoilers of
cia! state of Florida, according to
Ballot Access News. Minnesota one another or none of us are
and Iowa, two other battle- spoilers," Nader shot back durBy John McCormick
The Chi:a!J> Trib.me

t!WJ!Ii. f¥

ing a news conference at the
Milwaukee Press Club.
Even from struggling college
students, Nader 's team frequently asks for campaign contributions.
"This is a campaign that lives
off the land," Nader friend and
traveling mate Greg Kafoury
told a mid-afternoon audience of
about 300 at the University of
Wisconsin's Milwaukee campus.
Kafoury, like an inspired
preacher, asks each audience if
there is someone in the crowd
who could give $500 or $1,000.
On this day, several hands shot
up, including one belonging to
Dianne Henke of Pewau!<ee,Wis.
"He gives me hope," the 55year-old mother of three said as
she wrote a $500 check. '"Even
"though we may not win,j:v_e have
to send a message." ~ ~, .•_.
Besides passing o f the hat,
there are $75 signed copies of
Nader 's books, $20 T-shirts and
$3 buttons for sale. Workers said
the proceeds go to Nader 's campaign fur.d, which had $ 113,381
in the bank a~ the start of
September.
The on-the-road fund raising
means the campaign often needs
to find a bank each morning to
deposit the hundreds or thousands of dollars in cash and
checks from the previous night.
Nader will not say whether he
plans to run again in 2008, but he
thinks being a candidate gives
him greater leverage to push for
universal health care, public
fmancing of campaigns and
other progressive positions.
Kerry backers, meanwhile, are
working on a vote-swapping
plan on the Internet that would
have Nader supporters vote
Democratic in closely contested
states while an equal number of
Democrats would vote for Nader
in states where the presidential
contest isn't so close.
Despite strong anger toward
him from some who blame him
for AI Gore's loss in 2000, Nader
said he rarely feels threatened.
"Whenever you take on the
powerful, you get unfriendly
messages," he said in an interview. "But you can' t let them
deter you from the course you
are pursuing. You get a lot of
pra ise, too."
At least during his recent
Midwest swing, far more supporters than protestors greeted
Nader. When met by a few dozen
Kerry supporters at Macalester
College in St. Pau l, Nader
looked at one young man and
growled, "Make Kerry better."
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SCHtfB,_,.
Franz

SchUbert finished

his 3rd symphony
~

k
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joseph

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classified Advertising

Haydn

I

at the age of 2 7. wrote his 1st symphony.

Announcements.
A care7r journey begins with a sing le step at
C hicago Job Resource
www.chicagojobresource .com
For Sale: Canon 35 mm Camera Outfit incl uding EOS 3 Body, 50mm f / 1.4 lel)s , 28- 135 mm
zoom lens with hood, 550EX flash, off-shoe
cord. All mint. $ 1450.00 3 12-339-4677 Vince,
vi nceizzo@sbcglobal.net.
* * #I Spring Break Website! Lowest prices
guaranteed. Free Meal s & Free Drinks. Book
II people, get 12th trip free! Group discounts
for 6+ www.springbrea kdiscounts.com o r
800-838-820 2

Deadlines
PRO VO ICE LESSONS - AS LOW AS
Your advertisement must be received by 5 pm on the
$5 11 1 Pro fessio nall y Trained Vocalist & Vocal
Thursday prior to the publishing date.

Coach Offe ring Lessons fo r Begin ner St udents:
li ve li ve li veagai n <i:~yah oo.com

PART TIME WORK
Excellent Pay!
Conditions Exist, all age 18+
Scholarship opportunities, Flexible Schedules,
Entry-level c ustomer sales/serv ice
All Majors considered
Call Today 312-397-1570
POKER PLAYING STUDENTS - Help
Wanted. Email
jobs @collegepokerchamp ionshi p.com
Were .giving away: Spring-break vacations
to Cancun, Mexico . Enter the College Poker
C hampionship. It's FREE. Register at
www.co llegepokerchampionship.com

Entertainment/Events

Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25 per word with
a $5 minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in Apts/ Rooms/Lofts
full prior to publication. All ads will be published in (2) 4 roo m vintage apartments in McKinley
area . $725 ca. Stove & l ' n dg~.: inc luded .
alphabetical order.

M4 MUSA.com the # I gay college d ating
we bsite IM c hat and l OOO's of picture ads.
America's largest gay dati ng service e nter code
UC29.
.

ThreeWays to Place a Classified Ad

Please check your ad and report any eJTors to
us by the next issue's deadli ne so that CO!Tections can be made. We w ill not be responsible
for errors or failure to run an ad except to the
ex ten t or th e cost of the fi rst insertion of the ad.
We reser ve the right to categorize, edit, and
re fuse classified ads.

1Online
Visit www.columb iachronic lecIassif ied s. com.
2 By Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name. city. state. zip code and phone number
with full payment to Chris Richert. 600 s. Michigan.
Chicago. IL 60605.
3By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name. city. state. zip code and phone number
with full payment to 312/344-8032.

Was he r & dryer fo r tenant 's usc. ll ard wood
l'loors in li ving room and bedrooms. Perfect for
s tudents. Call (708) 241-90 97 to set up an
appo intme nt. Close to all CTA Lines.

Employment & Job Ser vices
Valet pos!lions I runner. cashi er, supervisor.
Come join o ur team at the new l iard Rock
llotcl Ch icago. We arc look ing for ambitious
individuals for a ll posi tio ns. Fu ll I pa rt ti me &
l'lcxib lc scheduling. Experience in valet or
ho te l ind ustry a plus. Valid D.L. & m an ual
trans mission ski lls req ui red . A ll app licants may
pic k up ap plicat io ns @ the liard Rock Hotel,
cmai I res umes to cahc hi cago@yahon.co m
C'an you Reall y Make Money taking S urveys
from I lome? Find o ut at
www.TruthAbo utS urveys.co m
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Third Generation - Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898

NEED TO

GEAR UP?

We Participate In Student I Facuity Photographic
Equipment Purchase Plans From:
• Bogen
• lowepro Bags
(Includes Bogen, Metz, Gitzo, Gossen, elinchrom.
lastolite. Avenger & Rototrim Products)

• Hasselblad
• Konica/Minolta

20% Off our discount prices

• Mamiya
(Includes Mamiya. Sekonic. Cabin.
Tenba. Toyo-View. & PocketWizard Products)

• Pentax Professional .Products
• Tamron & Bronica
For Details

(Includes Cameras: Digital & 35mm. Light Meters,
Film Scanners & Konica Inkjet Paper)

• leica

r
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---------------~-------~
$5 off any purchase of $25 or more 1

or
$1 0 off any purchase of_$50 or more
or
$20 off any purchase of $100 or more
Does not apply to sale items. Coupons only valid at these tocat•ons

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

®

The helpful place.
South Loop Ace Hardware
725 S. State Street

Wabash & Washington Ace Hardware
26 N. Wabash Avenue

312-461-0900

312-726-7777
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ARTWALK
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6,

Mario Castillo: Minimalist Reassertlons
Glass Curtain Gallery
1104 S. Wabash, 1" fl
The famed muralist and Columbia faculty
member reclaims, reprocesses and transforms
his early sculptu ral works of the 1960s and
1970s. asserting the notion that artistic issues
from the past are valid in the present.

Twins & Falkland Road
Museum of Contem porary Photography
600 S. Michigan , 1'' fl
Polaroid prints by famed photographer Mary
Ellen Mark from her acclaimed series made in
a studio in Twinsburg, Ohio during their annual
Twin Days festiva l.
12" Annual Hoki n Honors
Hokin Gallery and Annex
623 S. Wabash, 1" fl
Mixed media by top Columbia
art students
Bonafide
C33 Gallery
33 E. Congress Ave, 1" fl
Mixed media and installation work by
th ree of Columbia's Interdisciplinary
Arts Alumni

;.:;;z

jl)'

.~

"':''-- --- -~-

' ~

-

Hot Mix
A&D Gallery, 72 E. 11•• Street, 1" fl
Selected painting and drawings by
Chicago artist John Phillips
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"10 " A Tenth Anniversa ry Exhibition
Cente r for Book and Paper Arts
1104 S. Wabash, 2"" fl
Work by 47 artists including traditional
bookbinding, artist books, paper
sculpture, printmaking, papermaking
and letterpress.
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[C]

CHICAGO

COLLEGE

GLASS
c u r t a in

GALLERY

C3 3
GAl l E R

HOKIN conawav
c E N1 E R

v

center

SPACES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

TICT®C
PERFORMANCE

ART

SERIES

CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS
HAYLEY NEWMAN PERFORMANCE RESIDENCY
OCTOBER 18- 29, 2004
formore informalionandtoapplyonllne. eo tohttp://spaces.colum.edu/hayley/orstopbylheHokin

Center. 623 S. Wabash or Glass Curtain Gallery, II 04 S. Wabash to pick up an application.
Ten ulecttd students will urtlc"'altln warkUiops, uhnrnls.lnstallallon, bloUifll,llld a perfot/1\intt with !Jittr~U~IIo~U~I
pertormanu artkt HaJ1tJ Newman. Tht uslcltncy Wll culmlute In a perfa1manuat
C11rUJn Gall try on October 11.

"'u

2Co.4. Atsldtnty5ehtdult lsltbtdtlttllllned.

Pa1ticlpants wllllllasktd to compltlt a wtbloc lndulnc the uptrltncu 1nd tnnts thtr encounter •Ill in&the ruldt ncr This
material wDI bt uud as ltlt startinc point It nuke a nrlu al ptr1ormanu workI. Till worbhap bUt takn Its namt lront tht
Itallan Slow r ocd man mtnl: 1 mon mtnt ad~outiflc ttlr local prtduttlon and control ollood In a susbinablt tnrironmtnt.
SlowJournalism supports lhll, adJotaUna• slowed down, uftectln nlallonshlp with lnlornullon In the world atound us.

APPLY BY OCTOBER 8, 2004

October 21, 2004
7-9:30pm
Hokin Annex

October 12, 2004
1:00pm-3:00pm
Chris Paquette
Hokln Annex

October 6, 2004
l.2:00-2:00pm
The Kevin Martinez Project
Hokin Annex

Wise Ass Comedy Night is an open
mic event that showcases stand- up,
improvisation and sketch comedy
by Columbia College students and
members of the Chtcago community.

lunchtime Acoustic Music Series,
a monthly series featuring a rotating
schedule of groups and solo artists,
occurs throughout all [C]Spaces
facilities.

lunchtime Drum Circle Series,
monthly series featuring various
guest leaders. Students, faculty
and staff are encoural'(ed to bring a
percussion instrument and join tne
circle of music.

COMMENTARY
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Starting off on the right foot
emg a new student os
ne ver easy, c ~ pec oally
of you ' re a freshman.
·r hat '~ why ot was
rcfrc shong to sec that the
nc\\ studen t o ncntat1on
process for th e fall 2004
semester wen t as swimmong ly as 11 dod .
l:ar from the long lines,
exaspe rating wait times and
la ck of pen.onal contact
that
characterozcd the
an oval of new stude nts la st
fall (a nd on years before
that ). thos year's reg ostra toon perood was filled wot h
stropped down procedures,
a
smooth-functooning
Oasos, and programmong
galore dcsogncd to welcome
students to the Columbia

B

COIIllllllll lty .

It was a pl easa nt change
foom the way Columbia has
to adi to ona ll y
stu mbled
throu gh ots new student
regostration period.
In spearheading a collcgcwidc re-examina tion of
th e process, Vice Preside nt
for Student Affairs Mark
Kelly and his team ha ve
pus hnl the sc hool to
rcthonk how it welcomes its
s tudents. In doing so, they
have come up with some
Jll!lovati vc new ways to

process th e more than ber. This allowed the facul3,000 new students who ty to introduce themse lves
now call Columboa home.
to studen ts in their departFor example, break ong ment before they've even
the process down into two cracked a book. With a bi t
separate
phases- one of luck, such early con tacts
designed to acco mpli sh will go a long way in helptasks such as regis tration ing student s succeed in
and the other intended to their chose n major and
introduce students to their have a friend and mentor to
new
surroundings- fo r help th em through those
exa mple, allowed students first few difficult semesto diges t the process in ters.
small er bites. Workshops
Judg ing from the wealth
such as
"Campu s and of posi ti ve responses from
Community Street Smarts ," both students and parents
"Community, Cu lture and this year, the days of chaotDiversity" and "Your South ic registration may be over.
Loop Campus" went a long
As Columbia grows in
way in helping new stu - size and stature, new students feel right at home, a dent orientation will go a
benefit that may be vitall y long way in determining
important to a sc hool that how Columbia is perceived
suddenly fi nds itse lf with by those who spend thei r
40 percent of its freshman edu cation dollars here.
student body li ving on cam- Hopefu lly, this year 's regispus.
tration wil l have continued
Out more importantly, the process of pu tt ing a
perhaps, were the efforts to we lcoming smile o nto
create
relationshi ps Co lumb ia 's
con tinua ll y
be tween stude nts and facul- evolving face , and further
ty right out of the starting cemented the school's repgate. This year, as part of utation as one of the
the second phase of orien- nati on 's premi er arts and
tation, students were bro- media co lleges.
ken down into small groups
It almost makes you want
in order to spend quality to sign up for school all
time with a fa culty mem- over again.
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Here we go again?
onner
Presi dent
Jmuny Carter knows a
thing or two about
elections.
That's why when he says
there 's a problem so mewhere, we should listen.
Carter. a Nobel Peace
l'rile winner, is best known
in his post -presidential years
as an impao1ia i observer of
elections in troubled foreign
lands, such as ll aiti, Peru
and Indonesia. Last week , he
pointed out another place
where the concept of free
and f(oir elections is cndangcoed,
no tin~
in
a
Washington Post op-ed piece
that it is "unco nscionable to
perpetuate fraud ulent or
biased electoral practices in
any nation."
The problem is that he was
talkong about Florida.
Fearing a repeat of the
problems in the 2000 elcc-

F

tion that placed George W.
Oush in the White House
under dubious ci rcumstances, Carter listed a series
of
important
election
requirements that arc currently missing in that state:
"a nonpa rtisan electoral
commission who will be
responsible fo r organizing
and conducting the electoral
process before, during and
after the acnoal voting" and
"uniform'ity in voting procedures, so that all citizens,
regardless of their social or
financial status, have equal
assurance that their votes are
cast in the same way and will
be tabulated with equal accuracy."
In other words, those
things that make an election
free and fa ir.
Carter's warning comes
amid concern that voting
procedures,
particular ly

Adam Rust/The Chronicle

those that have been turned
over to electronic voting
machines, may be up for
grabs in many states across
the country this November.
Some of the machines that
wi ll be used leave no paper
trail for voters, ta llying votes
only electronically. Perhaps,
not surprisingly, as many as
one half of th e votes cast in
Fl orida this Election Day
wi ll be made by voters us ing
touch screens and hoping
their votes were registered
properly.
That means, come Nov. 2,
only a miracle could ensure
there won 't be any controvers ies or court challenges to
the results o f what promises
to be a very close race.
Which leaves us with one
question: After all the voting
is done, how long will it take
before we 've fi gured out
who won?

Rudeness unlikely to pay
ontrary to popular
belief, the majority
of homeless people
on the s treets arc not there
by choice. In an age when
an nlC rca song number of
Amc ncans arc loving paycheck to paycheck. a small
calam oty can be all it takes
for so me one to go from
havong an address to hotting
the streets.
Winch os why the new
anto -pa nhandlong measure
passed by the C hicago City
Co unc il last week loo ks
lok c ;nlothcr attempt to
at tack a serious problem by
tryong to get rid o r it s symp-

C

to ms.

Th e measure, approved
by the full council Sept. 29,
fines panhandlers $50 or
$ 100 for " aggressive or
rude" behavior when asking for a handout, and
would prohibit solicitation
nca r certain public places
like ATMs and bus stops.
We 're all for safety, but
we think the ord inance,
sponsored by 42nd Ward
A ldc rman Ourt Naturu s,
should be shelved. Natarus,
no doubt respondi ng to the
wishe s of his we ll -heeled
Ncar North co ns tit uen ts
and tourists, be lieves the
s ituation has gotten out of
co ntro l and needs to be

rei gned in through new legislation. But Chicago has
already gone down this
road before, enacting an
an ti-panhandling law in
1991 , only to see it beaten
back in 2002 on const itutio nal grounds.
In 2004 America, even
those who are not panhandling can be rude and
aggressive. And if we fi ned
everyone for such behavior
we ' d probably be able to
pay ofT the national debt
within weeks.
Control li ng such behavior by penali zing th ose who
ha ve no money to beg in
with makes little se nse.

L..EITERS 10 THE EDITOR:

Fire safety info
outdated
A yea r after the deadly
Cook
County
Building fire in downtown
Chicago ,
Co lumbia 's
website
contradicts the fire safety policies it revamped
last year, putting s tudents, facult y, stafT and
visitors at grave risk. If
a student were to look
for information on evacuat ion procedures on
Columbia 's
webs ite,
www.co lum .edu, they
would find fire evacuation memos dated Jan. 2,
2002, approved by the
executive vice p resident. Those outdated
memos ( located at
http://allegro.co lu m.edu
/policiesprocedures/safe .
tyandsecurity)
are ,
oncorrec t and dangerous. For example, they
direct assistance to "any
spec ia l needs individuals to the stairway closest to the freight elevator. " For the Wabash
Campus Building, 623
S. Wabash Ave., those
procedures are incorrec t
and could put peop le in
grave danger during an

evacuation.
According to the
newer policy, which is
nowhere to be found on
Co lumbia's website as
of this w ri ling, special
needs individuals go to
the front of the building
where they can be rescued by firefi ghting
personnel. Two years
after 9/ 11 , and after the
deadly Cook County
Building
fire,
Columbia 's fire safety
procedures · were overhauled . A year s ince
then the college continues to publish fa lse and
connicting information
about evacuation policies.
While the Columbia
establ·ishment brazenly
boasts of its new security contract with a company that has "experience with terrorist
issues" ("SOl loses job
security," The Chronicle
Summer Edition), it
puts students d angerously at risk with confusing and conn icting
policy statements.
- Andrew O leksiuk
StafT,
Academic Computing
Why not a union?
I must admit, it's hard
for me t<i understand
why any employee
would not want to be
part
of a
united
Columb ia stafT union.
Hesitation may ren ee!

the fact that employers,
their law fi rms and PR
reps have had some success surrounding unions
with negat ive images.
"in' this country we are
tol d to rejoice because
we live in a democracy,
yet that democracy has
never extended to the
workplace. Only ;.vhen
staff members .organize
to form a "le~al union"
can they have 'a vote at
the table where dec isions a,~"e ..m'ade- dec isions that affect us and
of
the
future
Co lu mbia- an inst itution that means just as
much to staff as to students, faculty, administrators and the board of
trustees.
Right now, administrators are busy filling
ou r ea rs and e-mail s
with admon itions and
inferences that unionizing might be (gasp) bad
for us. This is an understandable response to
being asked to share
power. However, I think
it is now time for some
of that decision-maki ng
power to be shared with
Columbia 's loyal stafT.
Let's extend the concept
of
democracy
at
Columbia and develop a
vibrant , cohesive and
united stafT union.
- Sheila Brady
Faculty,
Educational Studies
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Commentary

Who wants to be a journalist?
By Mark W. Anderson
Commentary Editor

It is not a good time to be a
journalist. In fact, it's been brutal out there.
Just ask CBS anchorman Dan
Rather, who helped epitomize
the troubles journalism has
faced this election season when
he was caught last month using
documents-sho wing
forged
George Bush as skipping out on
his Texas Air National Guard
duties-from an unreliable
source.
Before that, there was th e
newsroom rush to give credence
to the Swift Boat Veterans for
Truth, a group of scurri lous
Vietnam War veterans who tried
to smear Democratic presidential candidate John Kerry as a
coward and possible baby-killer
without any facts to back up
their claim.
Before that, it was the failure
of many in the media to effectively examine the Bush administration 's motives for the Iraq
war, and before that it was the
question of whether to portray
Howard Dean's slight ly- hysterical scream as the sign of a madman, prematurely ending his
campa ign .
And before that? Well, let's
just say 2004 has not been a
good year to be in the news
business.
A number of respected mainstream media voices have
recently expressed their shock
and dismay at the state of affairs
in their profession. "We have
timid media in this country that
do too little reporting, too much
hyping, and look over their
shoulders in fear too much,"
Bruce Benidt wrote last month
in the Mi nneapolis Star-Tribune,
hardly a bastion of political or
cultural radicalism.
Frank Rich, in a Sept. 19 piece
in The New York Times, notes
that, "At some point after 911 1,
the news business j umped the
shark and , s tarted relaying
unchallenged
administration
propaganda." He went on to
point out that Fox News should
be called "GOP-TV" and CNN
is "as inextricably bound to the

Democrats as Fox is to the
Republicans."
Even David Broder, reliable
voice of dead-center moderation
at the Washington Post, can
hardly stomach it. "After almost
a half-century in this business,"
he wrote recently, "! certainly
feel a sense of shame and embarrassment at our performance."
What 's going on here? Has the
news media of this country suddenl y slipped, exposing its
inherent biases? Or is this the
result of forces that have been
building for years, only to rear
their ugly head during the pressure-cooker o f a presidential
race?
Unfortunately, the answer is a
little of both. Americ-ans have a
schizophrenic view of the industry; they want news stories
reported as objective ly as possible while expecting them to fit
snugly into their notions about
the
wo rld
works.
how
Particularly when it comes to the
matter of political ideo logy,
news we already believe is news
we'll gladly hear, regardless of
its source or the methods used to
collect it. Elections are, after all,
a vote for whichever candidate
fulfills our emotiona l, psychological and in!ellec tu al prejudices, and most of us wi ll glad ly
live on a steady diet of pander
about the candidate we've set
our heart on.
But beyond the question of
whether the media is biased, and
for whom, lies the more troubling aspec ts of the way in
which news is reported and dissem inated in the age of corporate media conglomerates and
publicly-traded news companies. The recent controversies
over Dan Rather getting "snookerect" and Kerry gett ing smeared
point not to news producers or
line editors or even news executives deciding to advance their
political agendas as much as
they do to a journalistic mindset
geared more toward overnight
ratings than truth. Why?
Because overnight ratings mean
and
unfortunately
do llars,
there's no line for truth on most
companies' profit and loss statements.
Which means that too many
newsrooms, anchor chairs and
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televis ion camera trucks are
fi lled with employees who are
beholden less to the traditional
values of journalism than to the
fleeting va lues of profits and
publicity. Broder, survey ing the
state of the industry he has
devoted his life to, fears that:
"The way to the top of journali sm [is] no longer to test
yoursel f on pol ice beats and city
hall assignments, under the
skeptica l gaze of editors who
demand prec ision in writing and
carefu l weighing of evidence. It
is to make a reputation as a
clever wordsmith, a fe isty advocate, a be ll igerent or beguiling
political personali ty, and 'then
market yourself to . .. executives
who ... were looking for quick
fixes for their circulation or ratings."
This lack of inst itutional standards regarding such niceties as
fact-checking and source-locating leaves many reporters
extremely vul nerab le to the
moment when someone outside
of their profess ion fi gures out a
way to game the system, like
someone did with the Bush
National Guard documents that
got CBS in so much hot water.
Regretfully, this state of

affairs has been goi ng on a lot
longer than it's taken the Bush
and Kerry campaigns to set up
shop for the 2004 elections, and
it has taken a heavy toll on the
public's confidence in America's
journalists. A recent Gallup
News Service poll found that
"just 44 percent of Americans
express confidence in the
media's ability to report news
stories accurately and fai rl y,"
while a full 16 percent of
respondents have "no confidence at all." Only 44 percent of
Americans overall express confidence in the media 's ability to
"report news stories accurately
and fairly."
But at the same time, over the
past 12 months corporate profits
for the three biggest media companies (Time Warner, General
Electric, and Disney, all of
whom own several news outlets)
have averaged $24 billion .
Which means, even as the public's perception of the j ob these
companies are doing is taking a
beating, there's still a ton of
money to be made in do ing such
a poor job.
After all, why else would anyone want to be a journalist?

One thing is clear: debate deadly dull
By Andrew Greiner
Editor-in-Chief

If you were looking for some
oxcitement in your televis ion
viewing Sept. 30, the fi rst of
three te levised debates between·
President George W. Bush and
Sen. John Kerry was not the
place to go.
Granted, Democra tic candidate Kerry did something few
campaign observers thought he
could do: come up with a coherent message. The only problem
was Bush, who already had a
message...,.-the only one he hasstayed with for the entire 90
minutes, turning the first fac eto-face meeting between the two
candidates into a crushing bore.
Few Americans turn to presidential debates for the kind of
riveting TV that comes with,
say, "Fear Factor: Las Vegas,"
but they do expect a rhetorical

version of swirrlming with the
fishes somewhere along the line.
On a blue stage at the University
of Miami in Coral Gables, Fla.,
they didn't get it. Instead, what
they got was Kerry scribbl ing
notes like a prosecutor and Bush
repeating himself over and over.
His answer to nearly every
question? Iraq, clear signals or
stay the course.
What about Nor th Korea?
Iraq. AI Qaeda? Clear signals.
Russia's nukes? Stay the course.
According to Bush, the key to
saving the world is a free Iraq,
something he has said for years
now-something that is unfortuna te ly becoming harder and
harder to believe.
Kerry, on the other hand,
seized the opportuni ty to more
clearly define his· positions and
separate his agenda from that of
Bush, something he has been
lacking for quite some time .
Beyond defining his positions,

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publicabon of Columbia College Chicago and
does not'necessarily represent. in whole or in
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faculty or students.
All tex~ photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced o r published without
written pennission.
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Kerry 's policies remain rather
unexciting. He still needs to be
more aggressive. His longwinded responses teetered on being
dull . Beginning a rebuttal with,
" ! agree with my opponent," for
example, might not be the best
strategy. Neither does expecting
the American people to understand phrases such as "change
the dynamics on the ground."
Still, portraying the president as
clear but wrong helped him a lot
when it came to distinguishing
himself from his opponent.
"It's one thing to be certain,
but you can be certain and you
can be wrong," Kerry said,
adding , "Ce rt ainty sometimes
gets
yo u
into
trouble."
Whi le the first 45 minutes of the
debate played like drying paint,
fea thers began to fly when Kerry
brought up Bush's father. His
quote from Bush Sr.'s book was
the kidney shot that had Bush
reeling, contorting his face when

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.
Columns a re the opinions of the a uthor(s).

Views expressed in this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia C hronicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbla College Chicago.

the words came out of Kerry 's
mouth.
By the time the buzz words
came out in the second half, like
"nuclear proliferation" (which,
by the way, Bush pronounced
correctly), things picked up
steam. Soon there was talk of
"bilateral" and "multi lateral"
talks with North Korea , global
warming, Osama bin Laden, and
genocide in Darfur, Sudan.
Still, Bush wanted to talk
about Iraq, and Iraq alone.
If anyone benefited from this
lackluster debate, it had to be
Kerry, who looked collected and
used his comparative eloquence
to his advan tage. Plus, he said
something that was original
nearly every time he spoke.
It may not be "The Snake Pit"
or "Fear Factor Martinis," but it
w ill have to do .
Besides, it was on every channel.
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" ... Journalism in
America is broken.
It has no founda- ·
tion of values by
which many
,
Americans can
relate and depend.
The moral otthis
column is not
about one side prevailing in news coverage on the war
on ferror. It's simply about fairness
-about
Americans getting
both sides with ttie
same prominence."
Tim Chavez, editorial page writer for
tfie Nashville
Tennesseean,
remarking on the
dearth of positive
news from Iraq.

"Tim, yo ur piece is
a disgrace."
New York Times
reporter Alex
BerenSO!!,. castigating ~havez for
falsely reporting a
massacre m Napf
that never happened.
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WE'LL TOSS IT!

YOU CHOOSE IT,

CREATE YOUR OWN SALAD!
SELEC1 YOUR GREENS
SPINACH
FIELD GREENS
ROMAINE

$3.50
$3.50
$3.00

ADD COMPLIMEN1ARY 11EMS
CROUfONS.. REO ONIONS.. SCALLIONS

CHOOSE INGREDIEN1S
.so

.75

MUSHROOMS
PEPPERS
SHREDDED CARROTS
BROCCOLI
CUCUMBER
PEAS
ORIENTAL NOODLES
HARD COOKED EGG
ALFALFA SPROUTS
GRAPE TOMATOES
GARBANZOS
SLACK BEANS
CELERY

CHEDDAR CHEESE
SLUE CHEESE
SLACK OLIVES
GREEN OLIVES
ROASTED PEPPERS
SLICED BEETS
CANDIED WALNUTS
SLICED STRAWBERRIES
MANDARIN ORANGES
SUNFLOWER SEEDS
PEANUTS

1.00
CASHEWS
SUN-DRIED TOMATO
ARTICHOKES
DRIED FRUITS
8ACON
1.50
GRILLED CHICKEN
THAI CHICKEN
CAJUN CHICKEN
TURKEY BREAST

COMPLIMEN1ARY DRESSINGS
asian ginger sesame~ cesat thousand island~ buttermilk ra.nch~
honey poppyseed~ white balsamic zinfandet blue cheese~ mandarin
orange~ red russian~ low-fat cilantro lime viniagrette~ fat free sun-dried
bas it fat free raspberry~ fat free honey mustard

the underground cafe
basement- 600 south michigan ·
salads available after 10:00a.m.
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Streets around
Columbia get
traffic signals
0

Additional renovations on the way for roads

intersections along Congress was
the optimizatio n of the signal
CityBeat Editor
o ffse ts, S tee le said . In o th er
For Roosevelt 'un ivers ity stu · words, C OOT adj usted the timdent Pame la Ma ue r. c rossing ings of the traffi c signals from
Congress Parkway at State Street We lls to Congress SCI that they
no lo nger feels li ke a life- th reat- change sequentiall y.
ening ri sk.
"One thing that does I itJ is
She fee ls safer cross ing th e sometimes, when you' re a pedesstreet no w that the walk sig nals Irian yo u have to wait for a gap
at the intersectio n are supple- in traffic-thi s has c reated
mented with pedestrian count- gaps," Steele said.
He al so explained that the sigdown
sig na ls-electro ni c
devices that di splay the amo unt nals along Congress no w are
of time pedestrians have to cross timed differently in mornings
before the traffic signals c han ge. and afternoons to accommodate
"Last ye.a r, it wa s a little rush-ho ur traffic nowing in and
sketchy," sa id Mauer, who lives out of the city.
At Harri son Street , COOT has
in the Uni versity Ce nter o f
Chicago, 525 S. State St. made additional reno vati o ns.
"Ho nest to God , you didn ' t know Bec ause Harrison inte rsects
when you were going to get run State at different places , traffic
sig nal s no w o perate in three
down o r hit by a taxi ."
In August, the C hicago phases. This allows for eastDepartment o f Tra nspo rtati on bound and westbound traffic o n
completed wo rk o n several proJ· Harrison, and north- and southeels to improve the intersec tio ns bound traffi c o n State to move
along Congress Park way fro m separatel y.
.
Steele said th at ne w pedestro an
Wells Street to Wabash Ave nue,
which have long been conside red crossing signals have also bee n
dangerou s by stude nts. Th ese in stalled at Harrison and State
renovations were desig ned to and Harriso n and Wabash, and
coincide with the o penin g of the the crosswalks at each intersec ·~uperdorm," to increase safety tion have bee.n repainted.
zac Terrell , a junior at
for ~edestrians and make the
intersections more efficient for Columbia, is glad COOT has
handling traffic now, said Brian made a point of improving
Steele, assistant co mmissio ner of pedestrian
safety
along
COOT.
Congress.
"Cross ing Cong ress is o ne o f
"Pedestrian s should have
the biggest pedestrian chal - ri ghts first, especiall y in a city
lenges,"
Stee le
said.
He with a g reat publ ic transportatio n
explained th is is due in part to syste m where it's no t reall y neethe heavy now of traffic coming essary to dri ve," he said .
Although Terre ll. who crosses
off the expressway and that peopie must cross fo ur lanes of traf- Cong ress when walking to his
fie to make it to the other side of classes, is impressed wtth
the street.
COOT's efforts, he ne ver noticed
While some o f the plans for the absence of crossing s igna ls
improving the intersectio ns prior to their installation.
along Congress are still in the
Mark Jacobsen ,' a fres hman at
works, Steele said several major DePau l
University
and
changes have a lready been made.
"s u p e r d or m"
Along with ~-----------;-:--, resident,
said
the installation
"Pedestrians s hould
the intersectio n
of pedest ri an . have rights first, especial- changes were
countdown sigly in a city with ~great
unnecessary, but
nals at Congress public transportatton sys- he agreed with
tern where tt's not really Terrell
that
and State, stan-<lard pedestrian
necessary to drive ."
COOT 's efforts
crossing signals
to improve safery for pedestrihave
been -Zao Terrell, Columbia
installed
at
student
ans are comCongress a nd
mendable.
" I th ink there wasn't really a
Wabash, adjacent to Col umbi a's 33 E. problem before," Jacobsen said.
Congress · Parkway Building, "You' re always trying to beat
Steele said.
traffic in the c ity."
"Pedestrian crossing signals
Despite the changes made at
were installed there a long time Co ngress and W!ibash, Hope
ago," he explained. They were Daniels , a Col umbia fa culty
removed when the C hi cago member
in
the
Radio
Transit Authority was working Department, sti ll thinks the interon the el tracks th at ho ver o ver sectio n is dangerous. Because
the intersection and never the Radio Department is located
replaced.
in the 33 E. Congress Park way
Steele said COOT also Building, Daniels sees the acti vincreased the am ount of time ity at Congress and Wabash each
pedestrians ha ve to cross ti me she goes to work .
Congress by as much as 40 per" I always wa it fo r the light w
cent at some intersec tions.
change before I cross," she satd.
"It no t o nl y allows more " I still see peo pl e cross mg
pedestrians to cross, but it allows be fo re the li ght cha nges, and
them to cross safe ly," he sa id.
See Signals, Page 23
Another change made to the

By Jeff Danna

New edestrian countdown signals at State Street and Congress Parkway alert pedestrians to how
muc:time they have to cross the street. The signals are part of the Chtcago Department of
Transportation's plan to improve safety and tratftc flow along Congress.

Shedd expecting baby beluga
0

Aquarium officials uncertain when visitors will be able to observe whale

.
By Shea Gibbs
.
Contnbut1ng Wnter
Looking into the whale hab1tats
at the S hedd Aquarium, 1200 S.
Lakesho re Drive , a spectato r
would assume the large, speckled
fema le_ beluga
whale knows
somethmg very spec1ai1S happening. The way she responds to the
crowds aro und her, squealmg and
posing for cameras, it is as 1f she
knows the visitors are there to see
her.
.
And there is, indeed, somethmg
very special going on. Mauyak, a
22-year-old, is about six months
pregnant,
the
aquanum
announced Sept. 29 at a press conference.
The behavior of a beluga mother does not actually change s1gmficantly wh1 le she IS pregnant,
according to Ken Ram1rez, v1ce
president of marine mammal programs and animal training at
S hedd Aquarium. The beluga
whales are simply fnendly ammals.
F:or Mauyak, though, the experience of childbirth IS not ent1re ly
new. The whale is already a _mother to another calf currently tn reside nce at Shedd, 4-year-o ld
Qannik .
.
"She's very anent1ve,', very alert
to [the calf's] needs, Ram1rez
said . "She' ll be a good mo ther
because she's been through the
experi ence befo re."
.
.
The announcement cam es s1gnificance for more _than JUSt the
fo lks at Shedd, Ram1rez sa1d. The
aquarium is a member of the
North American Beluga Whale
Breeding Cooperau ve, meamng
Mauyak's pregnancy will con-

tribute 10 the knowledge of the
entire community on the subject
of whales, which are extremely
difficult 10 study in the wild.
" When they' re in captivi ty,
we' re able 10 study what's going
o n," said Roger Germann, a
spo kesman fo r the aquarium.
"When they ' re under icebergs m
the wi ld, you can' t study them."
Furthermore, at 22, Mauyak is
considered rather old 10 be
birthi~g calves, said Ramirez.
Trainers admit that her age may
present some unfo reseen obstacles.
Mauyak became pregnant
sometime during April or May,
after she had been reintroduced to
the father of her first calf,
Naluark, the aquarium said.
According 10 Ramirez, aquarium
officials began seeing an increase
in the female's progesterone levels in early May. The aquarium
was, however, unsure at the fime
as 10 whether the progesterone
increase was an indication of
pregnancy or ovulation.
Last week, aquarium trainers,
while performing a weekly ultrasound, determi ned with certainty
that Mauyak was pregnant.
"Although we've expected that
she's been pregnant for a long
time, because of the size of the
fetus and the thickness of the
whale's blubber, ian] ultrasound
wasn't effecti ve until a week
ago," Ramirez said.
During Mauyak 's pregnancy,
lillie will change in her life. She
will conti nue 10 train and be monitored much like the other whales
at the aquarium . So far the routine
ul trasou nd
treatments
that

Mauyak has undergone have mdtcared that her cal f IS developmg
normally, the aquaroum reported .
When the whale finally does go
into labor, the aquanum wtll continue to allow nature to take liS
course.
According to Ramirez, trainers
and veterinarians will be in anendance for the birth in case something goes wrong. While an_e~_er
gency is always a poss1btl1ty,
Ramirez is positive about
Mauyak's prospects.
"She's a great mom, and she's
in great health , so we're expecting
the best," Ramirez said. " But
we're always concerned."
And their concern is well
founded. Only about 50 percent of
newborn whales survive, said
Germann.
Mauyak's life in captivity will
change signi fica ntly after she
gives birth to her calf. She will be
kept alongside her new.bom at all
times, and she will be well fed.
"Her body doesn't need a lot of
extra nutrition until she starts
nursing," Ramirez said. "Then she
reall y is eating for two."
.
It is uncertain when the pubhc
will be invited to view the young
beluga once it is born, Ramirez
said. Somewhere between two
and four weeks is standard, but in
some cases the aquarium finds
that the newborn wi ll be undisturbed by the no w of viewers in
three or four days.
lf you find yourself wa lkmg
past the beluga ex hibit at the
Shedd . look for the speckled
female. She wi ll be the one who
seems to know JUSt what all the
fuss is about.
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Nightlife always
on tap for fans
in Wrigleyville
0 Bars use 'capacity ticker ' to track attendance
Bv Alicia Dorr
AssiSianl City Beal E<ilor

Whe1her lhe Cubs fail miserably or are wildly successful,
there are always fans . But no
maner the crowd size, one thing
is for s ure-come what may,
Wrigleyville is ready for it.
Since last year when lhe Cubs
won their first playoff series in
recent memory, business ha s
bee n good fo r the bars around
Wrigley F1eld. 1060 W. Addison
St. The ne1ghborhood already
draws college students, tourists
and regulars. but when Cubs fan s
arc added to the mix , the crowds
become · ex tre mel y large. But
where other bus inesses might be
troubled, Wrigleyville bars are
ready to step up to lhe plate.
"We· ve been pre pared fo r
crowds since opening day. We
have enough staff, and they are
we ll-trained and ant icipate this
s ituation." said Dan Mason, general manager of Hi -Tops bar,
355 1 N. Sheffield Ave.
The beginning of the 2004 season brough t more business than
ever. which Mason anributes to a
long winter of anticipation for
th e notoriously die-hard C ubs
· fans . As the games tic ked down
toward anoth er c hance for the
Cubs at the World Series, Mason
said business boomed.
Once a month the bars around
Wrigley meet to di scuss issues
a nd concerns, a loose assemb ly

referred to as the "Triangle
Neighbors."
According
to
Mason, these meetings usually
cove r issues that affect the
Wrigleyville bars, like the shooting outside the Cubby Bear, I059
W. Addison St., after -a game in
May. Though this turned out to
be a traffic dispute rather than a
sports-related one, it is nevertheless typical of what is discussed .
At the meetings th is year, bar
ow ners and managers have
to uched on safety precautions,
according to Steve Strauss,
owner of. Sluggers at 3450 N.
Clark St. Strauss said all of the
bars are commined to increased
safety through controlling the
c rowd s, keep ing glass off the
street, making sure no · one is
drinking on the street and other
issues specific to each bar.
Stra uss said the re have no t
been very many problems this
year. He po inted o ut that
although there are 38,000 seats
in Wrigley Field, and usua lly
more fa ns on the street, the
crowds have been very peaceful.
He also said that any extra costs
to ensure safety are made up for
by the people themselves.
" We've had a packed house
e very night. T he busi ness is
there, so it's not a burden [financia lly]." Strauss said.
And the· business is defin itely
there, with the Cubs reachi ng an
anendance record of three m'illion for the first time in the fran-

Tina WagneriThe Chronicle

Crowds gather outside Wrigley Field regularly during baseball season. Since the Cubs' successful
season last year, the bars around Wrig ley have been packed for every game.
chise's history at the Sept. 29
ga me again st the Cincinnati
Reds. Wrigley Field has been at,
or near, capacity for every game
this season, leaving many fans
looking for a place to whet their
whistle.
With so many people in the
area, bar owners are careful to
avoid overcrowding at their bars.
At Hi-Tops , doormen ensure that
there are never more than 515
people in the bar, whic h is its
capac ity, according to Mason.
The bouncers use an electronic
"ticker" to keep trac k of people
when they come in the door.
When the bar is full they have a
one in, one out policy. The fire
marshal has been in about once a

lrump

Eric Davis/The ChrJnicle

The Chicago Sun-Times building, 401 N. Wabash Ave., will be
demolished next month a fter employees move to their new office
space in the Apparel Center wing of the Merchandise Mart, 350
N. Orleans St. In its place will be the 90-story Trump Tower
Chicago, which will be the city's fourth-tallest building at 1,125
feet.

week to check on this, Mason
said. in part because of the E2
nightclub tragedy on Feb. 17,
2003.
Though Strauss said there is
always more of a police presence
later in the season, the Chicago
Police Department sticks to the
same game plan every year,
according · to
department
spokesman Patrick Camden.
" We do the same things we
always do with crowd control
a nd traffic control to make sure
everyone has a safe and good
time," said Camden.
Mason said the capacity ticker
is as far as his bar goes for extra
security, but the more important
preparation has been making sure

there is enough alcohol by stocking up on liquor more heavily
than at any other time of the year.
"The main thing we do is make
sure we have enougn spirits on
hand," Mason said.
Because of'the neighborhood's
general draw, Mas.o n does not
worry about a drop in sales after
the season is over. T he
Wrigleyville area is lucky in this
respect, he said.
Strauss added that this season
has not been very difficult to deal
with at all.
"This has been the smoothest
season I've ever had, and I've
been here for 20 years," Strauss
said.

Continued from Back Page

town Chicago beca use of the
amenities the building offers:
units that range in size from studios to seven-bedroom penthouses, two ballroo ms. a 60,000
square-foot health club and various retail and dining services.
Liss ner said that, typicall y,
hi gh-end reside ncies like Trump
Tower anract similar groups of
people, usually mixtures of si ngles, suburban empty nesters,
investors and other affluent
types.
David Perry, director of the
Great Ci ties Inst itute at the
University of Illi nois at Chicago.
agreed that Trump Tower will not
necessari ly di vers ify th e area
around it, but rather add to the
existing environme nt.
" I think it will enforce the
demographic that's already in the
Loop," he said . "The residential
development of the Loop hAs put
a large consumptio n market close
to a commercial area."
Di versity is not necessarily
what sho uld accompany large,
lu xuri ous developme nts like
Trump Tower, said Bre nt Ryan,
co-director of the City Design
Cen ter at the University of
Illinois at Chi cago.
"I don't see a lot of downside,"
he said. " It 's a good idea to have
a concentrated residential area."
By keeping res ide ntial areas concentrated, he explained, lowerincome resident s are not displaced by hi gh-end development.

Building such a complex in a
less-opulent area o f Chicago
would drive away people who
could not afford to live there.
It also does not hurt that there
is a demand for residencies like
those in Trump ~owe r, Cremer
said , a demand the Trump
Organization was not sure existed until people began purchasing
units. When Trump Tower residencies .went on sale a year ago,
the hotel-condominium concept
was relatively new to Chicago,
Cremer said. But, s he explained,
the fact that the concept was new
worked to the company's advantage- it had littl e competitio n.
" I think that people believe in a
brand name," Cremer said.
"They' re more comfortable
knowing that there is a real person
who stands behind that name."
Aside from being a symbol of
new reside ntial growth in downtown Chicago, Trump Tower .will
also be the next major focal point
of the city's skyline, and Cre mer
said the Trump Organization is
proud to occupy such a prestigious visual area.
"We wanted something that
complimented the already perfec t
skyline, yet something that stood
out," she said.
At 1,125 feet, Trump Tower
will stand out. The structure,
designed by Chicago architectural
firm Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill , will be Chicago 's fourthtallest building, ranking behind

the Sears Tower (1 ,457 feet), the
Aon Center ( 1,136 feet) and the
John Hancock Center ( 1,13 1 feet).
"It's going to be another important building to the skyline,"
Lissinger sa id. " I think we can all
rattle off the highest-visibility
buildings, the tallest buildings,
the most prominent buildings, so
I think it 's certainl y going to be
up there at the top of that list." ·
As for the fate of the structure
Trump Tower is replacing, the
Sun-Times building. it wi ll be
demol ished next month after its
offices and employees are relocated beginn ing Oct. 8, Cremer said.
While th.e Sun-Times offi ces
were originall y considered to
occupy space in Trump Tower, the
idea was scrapped when the
Trump Organization decided to do
away with office space to make
room for more hotel and condominium space. Cremer said .
The Sun-Times, she explained,
will be mov ing into the former
Apparel Center wing of the
Merchandise Mart, 350 N .
Orleans St.
The Trump Organization is in
the process of buying out the $73
million stake in Trump To wer
that is owned by the Sun-Times'
parent
company,
Hollinger
InternatioRal, Cremer said. So
far, the Trump Organization has
put $4 million down on the stake
and will pay the remaining $69
million upon completion of the
tower.
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Fire scores stadium
0 Stadium site moved from 79th Street due to time crunch, controversy
be completed at that site in time
to open for the 2006 soccer season, which is the main reason the
site was moved. Bridgev iew
owns all of the land at the new
si te,
where
Consolida ted
Fre ightways truckin g and the 3M
manufacturing plant used to sit.
Bridgeview's mayo r, Steve
Landek, has worked closely with
the Chicago Fire's owner, Anschutz
Entertainment Group, and the soccer team to build the St;Jdium. The
village contacted the Fire a couple
of years ago and was eventually
picked as the best location, according to Landek. Though AEG is
involved with the project,
Bridgeview is financing the entire
venture.
"They are the stadium experts,
and they are continually involved
with that aspect, but we felt
financi ng it was the best use of

The plans have bee n on track,
but there ha ve been a few slumbling blocks. The 79th Street site
Majo r League Soccer has only
three soccer-specific stadiums in
had competitio n-a Buddhist
the United States. C hicago will
temple and the Burbank Park
soon be home 10 the fo urth.
District, both of which owned
The C hicago Fire, Chicago's
parts of the desired land . Another
concern for Landek has been
professional soccer team. is building a 20.000 10 25.000-seat soccer
Bedford Park officials who are
worried abou t losi ng revenue
stadi um at 7 1st Street and Harlem
Avenue. The 100-acre site is in
from the former 3M site.
"Hopefully we'll come to an
the vill age of Bridgeview, about
20 minutes southwest of downunderstanding [wi th Bedford
town Chicago.
Park!. We're longtime neighbors
The C hicago Fire has the secand friends, so of course we
don't want them to suffer finanand-highest attendance for MLS
cially," Landek said.
teams, averaging 18,000 each
game, according 10 Diana Lopez,
Bridgeview residents have
director of media relations for
mainly been apprehensive about
the Fire.
noise pollution and overcrowded
The team, which is in its seventh
roads and highways, Landek said.
season. has been playing its home
To address the noise problem, the
games at Soldier Field. Though the
stadium was designed to face
northeas t to southwest, which
turnout is consistent, Lopez
said that the Fire is eager 10 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , pushes the sound to a more
"I
think
it's
every
soccer
team's
· d us1n· a 1 area nearby. Lande k
have a place of its own.
1n
· ·pates very 1·1tt1e work on
··r think it's every soccer desire to have its' own home, and ant1c1
this will really
be a world-class
th
·
d
h. h t d.
team's desire to have its own
venue."
e area s roa s, w IC s u les
home, and this will really be a
have shown to be capable of
world-class venue," Lopez said.
handling extra traffic, he sa id.
- Diana Lofoez. director oifmedia
R egardl ess o f any pro blems,
The $70 million stadi um will
be eight acres, with the remainrelations or the Chicago Fire
the construction schedule for
ing area left for parking and
the stadium is on track. T he
development. When not bei ng used our money," Lande k said. " We s tadium design is complete,
as a soccer stadium, the space wi ll ha ve mo re control. ... It makes according to Landek. Project
be rented o ut for concerts and other for a cleaner project in general." coordinators. will start clearing
smaller events. It wi ll also be the
According
to
Landek, the land in October to have it
permanent home of the Illinois Bridgeview will sell bonds to ready in 2006 as pl anned . .
Soccer Hall of Fame. The stadium fund the proj ect. A planning
Though the Chicago Fire's stawill serve as headquarters for the group is consu lting the village on dium will be the fourth of its
Chicago Fire.
how to de velop the la nd sur- kind, it is part of a growing trend
The stadi um site was recently rounding the stadium , tho ugh a in U.S. profess ional soccer.
moved fro m 79 th Street and great majo rity of it will go to Col umbu s, Ohio, was the first
Harlem. The stadium could not parking to reduce traffic conges- city to have a soccer-spec ific stadium , followed by Los Angeles
tion, Landek said.
By Alicia Dorr
Assislanl City Beat Edlor
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that 's not safe."
But COOT still has plans for
the
intersections
around
Co lumbia's camp us and th e
University Center.
Steele said that with in a year
or two, COOT hopes to replace
the pedestrian cross ing signals at
Congress and Wabash with modern ligh t-emitting diode signals.
like the ones recently insta lled at
State and Harrison. These new
signals, he explained, will be
mo re energy e ffic ie nt and
brighter than the existing signals.
By2005, Steele said he hopes
COOT will begin fixi ng the
crumblin g co ncre te medians
a long Congress. A lthough no
designs have been made for their
modifications, one optio n is to

·•
A 41 -year-old male was
1!lken iota police c ustody for
kidnapping a 2-year-old cbild o n
the street at 900 S. Michigan
Ave. at 9:42 a.m. on Sept. 23.
The child's nanny told police the
offender asked ber where she got
the child from and demanded
~he give him the child.

shorten them so they don't jut
into the crosswalks. c leari ng the
way for pedestrians to cross the
street.
These additional plans to
improve Congress, however,
will not take shape until COOT
has the necessa ry funding for
constructio n, Steele sai d.
He also noted that traffic patterns are constantl y c hangi ng,
and the c hanges made a long
Congress and the changes that
are planned do not necessarily
mark the end of COOT's mission to improve safety and traffic flow.
"We' re constantly monitoring
[Congress] and loo king for ways
to make improvements," Steele
said.

An 18-year-old female was
arrested for simple battery- that
occurred at the Uni versity
Center, 525 S. State St., on Sept.
20 at 2:30 a.m. Tbe victim, an
18-year-old female, told police
the offender, the victim's roommate, came home with an
unkno wn man. When the victim
tried to ]eave the room, the
offe nder grabbed her arms and
demaf!ded she stay._
•
Credit card fraud occurred
between 2:15p.m. and 3:30p.m.
on Sept- 22 at Columbia's
Wabash Campus Building, 623
S. Wabash Ave. No one has beeo
arrested i.o connection. with this
incident-

Ordinance

Courtesy Chicago Fire

and Dallas. Even as Chicago
began preparations for an arena,
other teams announced their own
plans for stadiums in Colorado
and New Jersey. German Sferra,
a press offi cer fo r MLS , said stadiums are key to successful soccer teams right now.
"[Having a stadium] affected
Columbus and L.A. drasticallythey have the power to bring in
other events and control their
own money. It's unmatched what
a stadi um does for a team,"
Sferra said.
It has been a goal for U.S. soccer teams to have their own facilities because of the mood of the
stadium , according to Sferra. He
contends that when Hi,OOO fans
are spaced out in an eno rmous
arena, the atmosphere is lost.
Th ough bei ng able to run their
own space is profitab le for a

team, Sferra said the atmosphere
is the most important thing.
"It's good for teams to have
their own ho use. There are so
man y more benefits than just
financial," Sferra said.
The Fi re has no concerns about
fans driving the extra 10 minutes
for a game, according to Lopez.
The fan base has remai ned consistent, even when Soldier Field
was being remodeled and the Fire
moved to NapeFvi lle. Bridgeview
also has a large population that
will likely be interested in the
team, Lopez said.
Landek, who has advocated the
project from the beginning. said
he is ready to build the stad ium.
"We have a workman's attitude
right now. We've been at this for
two years and we want to get the
j ob done well and open the
doors," Landek sai_9.

Continued from Back Page

every time, in the same spot. It' s
not like the cops don't know
they're there."
Accordi ng to the ord inance,
"panhandling" is defined as "any
so licitation made in person upon
any street, public place or park
in the city, in which a person
requests an immed iate donation
of money or other gratui ty from
another person. and includes, but
is not limi ted to, seekin g donations: by voca l appeal; or where
the person be ing soli cit ed
receives an item or service of little or no monetary value in
excha nge for a donation, under
c irc umstances where a reason able person would understand
that the transaction is in substance a donation ."

Citizens have complained that
panhandling has become a daily
problem for them. They have
been followed and harassed on
their way to work, school and
even to the store. Jennifer
Burkhardt, 29, a senior at
Roosevelt University, said she is
annoyed by panhandlers.
Her advice to panhandlers : " If
someone asks you and they say
no, you walk away."
Burkhardt said that she has been
fo llowed and forced to run and
take refuge inside a nearby store.
Charles Spencer, 47, a panhandler on the corner of Jackson
Boulevard and Wabash Avenue,
beli eves this ordinance should be
applied only to those who
approach and harass people.

"How can you charge a person.
$50 and they're asking people for
money?" he said. Spencer, who
makes about $ 10-15 a day panhandling, said he doesn't bother
people. " I just shake my cup."
Though the ordinance passed,
the questio n of how panhand lers
will get the money to pay the
fi ne con tinues to be rai sed by
some citizens. Burkhardt does
not approve of the ordinance
because she doesn't believe that
the panhandlers wi ll have the
money to pay, but many c iti zens
agreed
with
Burkhardt.
"Something 's got to be done."
she said.
-Additional reporting
Chelia Copeland

•
A 23-year-old male was
arrested for a theft that occurred
in the apartments at 2 E. 8th St.
at 2 p.m. on Sept. 24.
•
A theft of Jess than $300
occurred between 6 a.m. on
Sept. 2 5 and 5 a.m. on Sept. 27
in an apartment at 889 . S.
Plymouth Court. No one has
been arrested in connection with
this incident.
-Complied by Jeff Danna and
Alicia Dorr through data provided by the Chicpgo Police
Deparrmem
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the city skyline
Once complete, Donald Trump's first Chicago building will be a representation
of the recent high-end residential growth of the Loop and its surrounding area
By Jeff Danna
City Beat Editor

Downtown Chicago has never
been the kind of place to live
for someone on a budget,
but Donald Trump is out
to see just how much
people are willing to pay
to live in the heart of the
Windy City.
With condominiums
starting around $680,000
and a top-floor pent hou se going for about
S, 16 million, Chicago ·s
Trump Tower will be one
of th~ priciest places to
li ve in the ci ty. Cost has
not stopped people from
securi ng their places in

the latest building to
scrape the sk ies over
Chicago. More than 70
percent of the building's
units have been sold ,
said Jill Cremer, vice

l

ii;ii!~!;;p~resident

for

the

rof udevelopm p

Organizationand
workers
haven' t

even

broke n ground
on the bui lding.
"There are a

number of people who are young Oak Street in the Gold Coast continue to escalate.
famil ies [who bought units], not neighborhood, while the area j ust
"We've seen a tremendous
only first-time home owners, but north of the Loop is scattered res- movement southward across the
people who have purchased identially.
river," she said. " And certainly
"Right now, I would say the Millennium Park has been a big
before, and they see this as a
great in vestment," Cremer said. Su n-Times location is a ' B+ ' factor in this shift. We're seeing
"And then there are a number of location," Li ssner said. "Th is the Loop commanding a larger
people from the suburbs who are building is an 'A' building and market share of sales activity in
buy ing hotel-condom iniums as will transform that area."
the last couple of quarters than it
either an investment or a second
The transformation Lissner is did last year and the year
or third home."
referring to is th e section of before."
Cremer said the Trump
Rising 90 stori es above the downtown that borders the Loop,
city's streets, Trump Tower will the city's commercial sector, to Organization planned Trump
fill the space currently occupied the north. She sees Trump Tower Tower, its first Chicago building,
by the Chicago Sun-Ti m e s . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = > specifically for this reason.
offices at 40 1 N. Wabash
"I think that people believe in a The inte ntion of Trump
Ave., a location Cremer sees
brand name. They're more com- Tower, she said, is to tum
fortable knowing that there is a
downtown Chicago into more
as bei ng instrumental in
Chicago' s residential growth. real person who stands behind that of a "2417 environment" by
"Right now, there's really a
name."
moving people into the area.
gap between the Loop and
Because the area is still
northern Mich igan Avenue, - Jill Cremer, vice president of the developing residentially, the
Trump Organization
building, with its hotel , conand our building provides the
li nk between those two areas,"
dos and 100,000 square feet
she said.
helpin g to stretch Chicago's of ground-level retail space, will
Gail Lissner, vice president of high-end residential district create activity in the area.
Appraisal Research Coun selors beyond the Magn ificent Mile.
"That's really Mr. Trump's
Ltd. , a Chicago-based firm deal - Now, with Plaza 440, 440 N. specialty- recognizing undervaling with commercial appraising, Wabash Ave., converting from ued real estate and remaking it
said the futu re location of Trump office space to condominiums into something completely arnazTowcr along the east-west branch and Water View Tower, an 85- ing and fab ulous," Cremer said.
o f the Chicago River is not story building that will be part
Demographically, Cremer said
known as a high-end residential posh residencies and part offices, Trump Tower will bring people
area. Most of Ch icago's hi gh-end being built at Ill W. Wacker from all walks of life to downres idencies, she said, are located Drive, Lissner said the demand
See Trump, Page 22
between C hicago Avenue and for hous ing near the Loop will

City polices panhandlers
0

Some question how panhand lers wi ll be able to pay fines under new law

Amv Wooten
Contributing Writer

The City Co uncil passed an
ordinance at its Sept. 29 meeting
th at pl aces limits on panhandling.
The ordinance bans aggrcssi ve
panhandling by placing fines on
those who engage in it within I 0
feet of areas s uch as ATMs and
bank or currency exchange
en trances, CTA bus stop s igns,
bus shelters, vehicles parked or
stopped on public streets or
alley and sidewa lk cafes and
restaurants.
The ordinance was approved
by the Traffi c Committee on
Sept. 28 and backed by the
C hi cago Poli ce De partment.
Alderma n
Burton
Nmarus
(42nd) was the proposal's chief
' ponsor.
In addi tio n, panhand ler' who
touch a solicited person wi thout

consent, solicit those standing in
line at a commercial establishment, block the path of the person bein g so licited, so lici t
groups of two or more people,
fo llow someone who wa lks away
or usc profane language will be
fined $50 for the first offense
and $ 100 for each subsequent
offense within a 12- month period.
Students at Co lumbia have
mixed feel ings on the ordinance.
Wh ile some feel it is necessary,
others are wary o f targeting the
homeless.
" I think you should let them
go where they want to go," Ri ch
sa id.
Although
Fe uerstein
Feue rstei n, 19, feels that some
panhand lers can become aggressive, he has had mostly pl easant
experiences in dea ling wi th
them. "Mainly, if I say ' Sorry' or
' I' m hu sy,' they'll leave me

alone and do their own thi ng,"
he continued.
Studen t Scott Farago, 22,
agrees that aggressive panhandlers should be punished , but
also feels that panhandlers have
rights. For many homeless indi viduals in Chicago, he said , pan hand ling is a way of survi val.
" l think they have a right to
beg for money if they wa nt to,"
Farago sa id, " but if you arc talking a bout those that stand too
close to ATM machines, I agree
with the ordinance. If people arc
going to do it like that, I say laws
arc necessary."

Others, however, arc fed up
with aggressive panhandlers.
" I thi nk [the o rd inance isl
good," Mike Kasper, 2 1, said.
"I' m sick of being bothered by
peop le. It's the s ame peop le
See Ordina nce, Page 23
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Eric Davis/The Chronicle

A panhandler s ha kes a cup of loose cha nge on Michigan
Aven ue. A new ordina nce passed last week by the city of
Chicago will ta rget aggressive panhandle rs. Those asking for
money could face lines of up to $100.

